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ABSTRACT

In 1974 and 1975, mosquitoes were collected from eight locations

considered representative of three distinct ecological zones in

Sa ska tchewan and Keewa ti n Di strict, rL H. T. - the grasslands, the

boreal forest, and the tundra. The geographic and seasonal

distribution of mosquitoes and their habitats are described and notes

are given on the 35 species. The environmental conditions that

determined species distribution are also discussed and it is suggested

that the rate of snowmelt in the spring and the amount of snow or

rain determines the date and extent of egg hatching. The temperature

of the wa ter and air determines the rate of development of the eggs,

larvae and pupae, the rate of ovarian development in the adult

females and the general level of activity in adults. Distribution

does not appear to be affected by water quality or the presence of

parasites and predators. From this information it was possible to

forecast mosquito distribution and abundance, especially on a local

scale.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

Weather and climate are commonly accepted by entomologists as

dominant influences on the behaviour, abundance and distribution of

insects. The literature on the subject of climate and insects is

extremely voluminous, as may be seen by reading most texts on animal

ecology, examples being the large works of Andrewartha and Birch

(1954) and Krebs (1972). Specific aspects of this field, such as the

influence of climate and weather on outbreaks of insect pests have

been studied extensively by entomologists at Agriculture Canada (see

for example, Burgess, 1974; Taylor, 1975; Fredeen, 1975). With the

increasing attention being focused on insect zoogeography (Gressitt,

1958; Krebs, 1972; Provost, 1974) it is now appropriate to consider

the relationships between climate and the distribution of a specific

insect - the mosquito.

So far as the physical environment is concerned, extension in

range of a mosquito species is considered to be limited by two broad

categories of controls, geographic barriers1 and climate restrictions

(Ross, 1964). In the case of many mosquito species in southern

Canada, geographic barriers have been greatly reduced as a result of

man's activities. As a result of forest clearing for agricultural

purposes or irrigation developments, many species are no longer

limited strictly to their original ranges or to their original

balances with the environment (Shemanchuk, 1965, 1969; McLintock and

IBarriers to dispersal caused by mountains, forests, or other

physiographic and vegetation formations.
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Iversen, 1975). Because of this, climatic and other environmental

controls of mosquito distribution have commanded an increasing amount

of attention in Canada during the past half-century, particularly for

those species found in the northwestern transition forest section and

on the tundra (Hocking et. al., 1950; Twinn, 1950; Jenkins, 1958; and

Downes, 1964). Investigations in Saskatchewan by Rempel (1953),

McLintock and Rempel (1963), McLintock et. a1. (1966) and Iversen et. a1.

(1973) have concentrated almost entirely on the grassland and southern

boreal forest species. The northern half of the province, the area

within the Canadian Shield, has not been investigated intensively.

Rempel (1953) stated that a knowledge of the species in

Saskatchewan would provide a useful extension to the comprehensive

studies carried out in the north and in the United States (see for

example, Mail, 1934; Barr, 1958).

1.1 ZONATIOtJ OF �10SQUITOES IN THE HESTERN INTERIOR AND ADJACENT ARCTIC

AREA OF CANADA

Three broad ecological regions can be distinquished within the

western interior and adjacent arctic area of Canada - the tundra

region, the boreal forest region (including the northwestern transition,

northern coniferous, mixed-wood and aspen-grove sections), and the

grassland region (Fig. 1.1). Within each region variation in such

factors as climate, soils, and hydrology provides numerous habitats

which result in distinct combinations of mosquito species with

differing environmental tolerances.

In the grassland region knowledge of the geographic and ecological
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Fi gure 1. 1

Vegetation zones in the study area (after Rowe, 1971) Grassland region (1);
Boreal forest region, including aspen-grove section (2); mixed-wood section (3);
northern coniferous section (4); northwestern transition section (5); and the

Tundra region (6).
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re 1 ati onshi ps of mosqu itoes to the na tura 1 envi ronment is somewhat

rudimentary. At present only generalities can be stated. The mosquito

fauna of the grassland must tolerate dry, continental climatic

conditions. Frequently, salt or alkali tolerance is also necessary.

Mosquitoes (and many other Diptera as well) are associated directly

with sloughs or temporary pools. The aquatic fauna of the sloughs and

pools is rich, and includes a good representation of caddisflies

(Trichoptera), burrowing mayflies (Ephemeroptera), dragonflies and

damselflies (Odonata) and beetles (Coleoptera), in addition to the

mosquitoes (Culicidae).

Zonation of mosquito fauna in the grassland region has been

demonstrated (Rempel, 1953; McLintock and Rempel, 1963; Happold, 1965).

Precise correlation to climatic or other environmental parameters such

as soil or vegetation type is, however, lacking. Probably, some of the

species characteristic to southern Saskatchewan and Alberta depend on

mixed grassland and species penetrating farther north can succeed in a

variety of environments. Evidence of a specific mosquito fauna

associated with the fescue grassland is less obvious. The aspen-grove

section contains, as would be expected, a mixture of grassland and

boreal species; so far as is known it does not have an endemic

mosquito fauna.

'The bogs, fens and marshes throughout the boreal forest region

support numerous aquatic insects, especially mosquitoes and blackflies

(Simulidae). It has not been demonstrated that there is any
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differentiation corresponding to different forest classifications

within the boreal region (Jenkins, 1958). t10st boreal mosquito species

appear to be widespread and at present division into eastern Canadian

and western Canadian sections does not seem justified (Freeman, 1952).

In terms of a northward extension of mosquito species, a large

proportion of boreal-tundra transition mosquito fauna is composed of

tolerant boreal zone species, whose range extends northward. While

many other aquatic insects are greatly reduced in number as one enters

the northern transition area, both blackflies and mosquitoes are

present in enormous numbers and considerable variety of species (Twinn

et. al., 1948; Hocking et. al., 1950; Freeman, 1952; Hocking and

Pickering, 1954).

The mosquito fauna of the tundra region of Keewat in differs

strikingly from that of the forested areas to the south. The tundra

fauna contains a very high proportion of species confined to it

(Freeman, 1952a), though for the most part they belong to more widely

distributed genera. The relationship to the arctic mosquito fauna of

Europe and Asia is very close, circumpolar species generally

outnumbering all others (Gillett, 1972). The fauna as a whole is

scanty, but some of the species are very abundant. Uhile division into

areas is somewhat tentative, a low-arctic area and high-arctic area may

be dis�erned (Fig. 1.2). The low-arctic area, includinq arctic Labrador

and Quebec, most of Keewatin District and parts of MacKenzie District,

has a moderately rich mosquito fauna. As many as ten species are found
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near the southern boundary of this area, and a total of five being

reported from more northerly locations (Haufe and Burgess, 1956; Smith,

1970). With this area can be associated Southampton Island, southern

Baffin Island and southern Victoria Island. In the high-arctic area,

including the Queen Elizabeth Islands, the mosquito fauna consists of

only two species (Downes, 1964).

In central Canada the zonal relationships between climate, soils

and the distribution of vegetation are displayed clearly from the

warm dry grassland in southern Saskatchewan to the cold dry 1ichen

woodland and tundra of the Keewatin District. To a similar extent,

these zonal relationships can also be applied to the mosquito fauna of

the area. Rempel (1953) devised a zonal classification for

Saskatchewan using a series of distributional lists from different

vegetation zones. He examined the mosquito species found in three

vegetation zones in the province
-

prairie grasslands, the aspen-grove

region, and the northern mixed-wood forest (Table 1.1). In each zone,

several species were listed as being dominant, with numerous other

species being listed as common or rare.

Although much overlap does occur, it appears that each major

ecological region may have a characteristic group of species confined

to it. However, precise correlation to specific environmental

parameters is difficult until more zoogeographic investigations have

been undertaken throughout the various zones.
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Table 1.1 Geographic distribution of Saskatchewan mosquitoes

(Rempe 1, 1953)

REMPEL: .\[OSQUITOES OF S.4SK.4TCHEW.-l.\'

TABLE I

GEOGRAPHIC DlSTRrBUTIO:S- OF S.'l.S�-\TCIlEWAX MOSQUITOES

Ecological zone

Species

Abundant

Prairie grasslands. Soil brown, A. spencerii
zones 1 and 2. Total summer A. campestris

ppt. 10·12 in. A. flauescens

Aspen grove region. Soil A.filchii
black, zones 3 and part 4. A. campestris
Total summer ppt. 12-13 in. Ac flauescens

Northern coniferous forests. A. illirudens

Soil gray zones parts -1 and S. A. comm uuis

Total summer ppt. 12-1'1 in. A. pu.nctor
A. piollips

Common

A. dorsalis

A. rexans

A. nlgromaculis
Culex tarsalis

Culiseta inamala

A. spenccrii
A. uexans

A. canadensis

A. cincreus

A. excrucians

A. dorsalis

A. fitchii
A. canadensis

A. excrucians

A. cinereus

A. vexans

Ac trichur us

Rare

A. fitchii
A. increpitus
A. excr ucians

A. canadensis

A. cataplrylla
A. sticticus

A. triseri.itus

Culex restucns

Culiseta morsitans

Psorophorc signipennis
A nopheles earlci

A. pionips
A. communis

A. riparius
A. increpitus

A. impiger
A. stiniulans

A. cataphylla
Culex tursalis

Culex restuans

Culiscta inornata

Anopheles earlei

A. spencerii
A. cinere us

A. riparius
A.f/a;:escens
A. catu pltylla
A. impiger
A. diantaeus

A. pullatus
A. nearcticus

Culiseta: spp.

Culex territans

Mansonia perturbans
Anopheles earlei
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1.2 AIMS AND OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

The study had four specific objectives:

1) To describe the distribution of mosquitoes in Saskatchewan

and the adjacent N.W.T., particularly as it relates to such population

parameters as species composition, relative abundance and diversity.

The study represented a continuation of Rempel's analysis of the

geographic distribution of mosquitoes in Saskatchewan, but was updated

and enlarged to include the rest of northern Saskatchewan and the

adjacent areas of Keewatin District, N.W.T ..

2) To investigate the seasonal distribution of mosquitoes in the

study area.

3) To describe the distribution and variation in species habitat

throughout the study area.

4) To ascertain those environmental factors which playa

prominent role in determining mosquito distribution patterns.

Upon determining those factors that were limiting in the mosquito

habitat, an attempt was made to predict the potential spread of a

species into uninfested areas and to predict the time and extent of

mosquito occurrence in a given area.
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Chapter 2

LITERATURE REVIEH

2.1 SPECIES DISTRIBUTION AND ABUNDANCE

For purposes of zoogeographic analysis, the distributional records

of a species and the limits of its current distribution require

critical evaluation. Rempel (1953) specifies the limits of mosquito

distribution on the basis of the ecological zone in which the

particular species is found. Outside this zone, Rempel assumes, the

species may be present in low numbers and in sporadic habitats, but

not influenced by the general climate or vegetation so much as by local

variations in the micro-habitat caused by differences in physiographic

and edaphic factors.

Records indicating that a species exists in certain localities,

especially along the periphery of the range of the species, also

require critical evaluation in order to determine if the species is

endemic (see for example, Freeman, 1952; and Erust, 1968). In some

cases a species may be carried outside of its climatically limited

range, either because of significant departures from the climatic normal,

or because of man's activities. For example, a predominately southern

grassland mosquito, A. �amp06tn�, has long been recorded from the vicinity

of Churchill, Manitoba (Hocking et. al., 1950). In fact some of the

limiting climatic conditions for this species, used in a bioclimatic

analysis by Haufe and Burgess (1956), were taken from the climate of

Churchill. But whether it is endemic there or whether its presence
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there merely results from importation from more southerly areas is

not clear. Recent studies in Manitoba by Brust (1968) indicate that

perhaps the latter is the more probable answer.

Proper taxonomic identification is also important. Confusion of

the distributional records of the mosquito A. cataphylla with the

closely related, abundant species A. commu� temporarily rendered

inexplicable the expanded distribution of the former species in the

southern regions of the boreal forest (Iversen, et. al., 1973). Modern

synonomy, taxonomic revisions and the splitting of a given species

into two or more species while retaining the name of the original can

confuse the record for zoogeographic analysis.

For zoogeographic purposes the nature of mosquito distribution

may have a different meaning as well. In the strict sense the nature

of current distribution usually means the actual geographic or seasonal

distribution (distribution in space and time). However, it may also

mean the pattern and organization of species populations and may be

discerned in terms of the actual species comprising the total mosquito

population of an area. A more specific aspect of population patterns

or distribution lies in the relative abundance of the various mosquito

species.

Two broad approaches are used to analyze species population

patterns in different situations, namely, (1) comparisons based on

the shapes, patterns, or equations of species abundance curves and

(2) comparisons based on diversity indices� which are ratios or
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other mathematical expressions, of species
-

importance relationships

(Odum, 1971). It is important to recognize that species diversity,

as measured by diversity indices, has a number of components which

may respond differently to geographical, developmental, or physical

factors. One major component is the species 'richness' or 'variety'

component expressed by simple ratios between total species, S, and

total numbers (or importance values), N. A second major component of

diversity is the 'evenness' or 'equitability' component, which deals

with the apportionment of individuals among the species. Both of

these diversity components are dealt with in greater detail in section

3.4. 1.

The widely used Shannon function or R index combines the

richness and evenness components as one overall index of diversity.

Thi s index wh ich uses "information content" as a measure of diversity

is being increasingly adopted by researchers (see for example,

MacArthur and MacArthur, 1961; Lloyd and Ghelardi, 1964; and McNaughton,

1978). Diversity in this connection means the degree of uncertainty

attached to the specific identity of any randomly selected individual.

The greater the number of species and the more equal their

proportions, the greater the uncertainty and hence the diversity. The

Shannon index is one of the best for making comparisons where one is

not interested in separating out diversity components because it is

reasonably independent of sample size. It is also normally

distributed, so that routine statistical methods can be used to test
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for significance between means (Odum, 1971).

2.2 FACTORS LIMITING THE DISTRIBUTION AND ABUNDANCE OF MOSQUITOES

2.2.1 Winter cold as a limiting factor

Mosquito distribution in temperate regions is greatly affected

by winter cold. The 1 ife cycle of species endemic to such regions

usually includes some physiological mechanism (such as diapause,

hibernation, seasonal variations in cold-hardiness) that permits

survival in what would otherwise be a lethally cold winter period.

Species of tropical or subtropical origin, which breed continuously

throughout the year and which are unequipped with such mechanisms,

have their papulation fluctuate markedly if they are subjected to cold

winter conditions.

Conversely, an outstanding feature of northern mosquitoes is their

tolerance of very low temperatures in winter. Hinter hardiness seems

to involve the slowing down of essential functions in a conformable way

and ultimately to a very low level and in avoiding intracellular ice

formation (Salt, 1961). Freezing tolerance may be obtained in two ways,

either by having a high glycerol content or through desiccation of the

tissues; but, safely frozen by whichever method, the species is

virtually unaffected by further cooling within the natural range.

In the temperate zone the distribution of many mosquitoes is

related to winter temperature, but this phenomenon is not likely to

find a counterpart in the arctic zone (Downes, 1964).

Ross (1964) relates that considerable differences in cold
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hardiness and acclimatization ability exist among different mosquitoes

species, and even in races and strains of the same species. The

ability of different species to overwinter in a given climate appears,

to a great extent, related to the original habitat; those species from

hot climates are susceptible to winter cold, �Ihereas the hardy groups

which originated in temperate regions or which have been long

estab 1 i shed there, are not. Different aspects of wi nter sever ity mus t

be considered, such as the lowest temperature reached, number of days

below certain temperature levels, and the suddenness of the onset of the

cold period. The choice of a suitable criterion for evaluating winter

severity must depend on the biology of the species concerned (Downes, 1964).

2.2.2 Summer temperatures as limiting factors

Temperature conditions of the summer season may limit mosquito

distribution by not providing sufficient warmth for normal reproduction

and development and also by interfering with normal activities or by

causing high mortal ity as a result of excessively hot temperatures

(rkLintock, 1964). Further, species with obligatory diapause or

hibernation phases in their life cycle may be prevented from

developing normally when exposed to continuously warm, though not

lethal, temperature conditions (Brust, 1968).

In response to the stimulus of Merriam's (1898) Life-Zone System,

many attempts were made to correlate the distribution of individual

insect species with the amount of heat available at different climatic

localities during the developmental or summer growing period of the
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life cycle (Bodenheimer, 1938). The basis for this type of analysis

is the thermal constant theory of Sanderson and Peairs (1913), which

relates the threshold and duration of development to temperature.

The thermal constant and the threshold of development are physiological

characteristics of a species easily determined in the laboratory. The

major premise in using the thermal constant as a climatic indicator of

distribution is that a species will find a satisfactory climatic

environment in any locality warm enough to allow the accumulation of a

sum of daily temperatures above the developmental threshold and equal

to the thermal constant (see Fig. 2.2).

From the current knowledge of the thermal constant as a measure

of the heat required for satisfactory development, its use as a

limiting factor in mosquito distribution may be challenged on several

points (see also criticisms of the Life-Zone concept, Daubenmire, 1938;

Kendeigh, 1954). In many cases there may be shown localities north of

the existing range of a mosquito species where the climate is warm

enough to permit the complete development of a generation (Downes,

1964), and consequently the limiting factor for poleward distribution

must be some other aspect of temperature, or some other factor of the

physical environment. The constancy of the thermal constant has also

been questioned, especially in connection with naturally fluctuating

temperatures or other factors of the environment (Haufe and Burgess,

1956). Further, the use of only the developmental phases of a

mosquitoe's life cycle for determining climatic limits is open to
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development (after, Gilbert et. al., 1977).
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criticism (Horsfall, 1974; Tauber and Tauber, 1976). Temperature

effects on adult maturation, longevity, reproduction, and habitat

selection must also be considered. Only when all such factors are

considered and proper allowances and correlations are applied to the

thermal constant mayan estimate of the geographical distribution

and abundance of a mosquito species be determined on the basis of

heat availability.

2.2.3 Moisture as a limiting factor

Moisture conditions of the environment, either in the form of

water vapor in the air or as absorbed or free water in the soil,

ground litter, or plant tissue, act on mosquitoes in different ways;

by influencing evaporation rates which in turn modify body water

content and body temperature, by affecting behaviour and reproduction,

or by facilitating pathogenic and parasitic attack (Happold, 1965;

Brust, 1968; Shemanchuk, 1978). Environmental humidity usually becomes

a dominant factor affecting mosquitoes when temperature conditions are

favorable (Haufe, 1952), especially when such humidities are extremely

high or low. In many cases, however, the importance of extremes in

humidity (dry or wet) is difficult to evaluate, for such conditions

are closely correlated with corresponding extremes of temperature.

Nevertheless, in many instances the distributional patterns of

mosquitoes may be closely correlated with conditions of moisture or

humidity, regardless of the exact mechanism by which climate exerts

its effect. One such mechanism is mean annual or seasonal precipitation
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although the exact effect of either type of precipitation on

mosquito distribution is difficult to assess. For example, many A�d�

mosquito species in northern boreal forest areas must have adequate

precipitation during the spring and summer to provide a satisfactory

water content in the soil, and their spread into the arid and semi

arid tundra regions of the country can be expected to be limited by

lack of precipitation (Freeman, 1952; Hocking et. al., 1950).

However, the current northern limits of some species do not conform

to either the mean annual precipitation patterns in this region nor

to similar relative humidity patterns. Hence, on a broad regional

basis, soil-moisture conditions suitable for mosquito development

cannot always be correlated with the �sual meteorological data, and

correlations between climate and species distribution cannot be

established. In tundra areas, for example, other factors such as

permafrost effects on soil moisture become increasingly dominant.

Similarly, the abundance and distribution of the sleeping-sickness

mosquito, c. ���, cannot be explained on the basis of climatic

data ill one, since irrigation practices in many local areas of southern

Saskatchewan provide the required moisture conditions for its

increased abundance there (McLintock and Iversen, 1975).

2.2.4 Dispersal

The absence of a mosquito may be due to the species having failed

to reach the area being studied. On a local scale few mosquito species

seem to be restricted in distribution by poor powers of dispersal, but
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more experimental work is needed to test this general conclusion.

Mosquitoes have many special adaptations for dispersal and this

results in rapid colonization of new areas. On a global scale

dispersal is a critical factor and barriers to dispersal help to

determine distribution patterns among continents, islands or otherwise

restricted areas.

An example of this is given by Downes (1964) who hypothesized

that the arctic mosquitoes have dispersed in the recent geological

past, following the retreat of the Pleistocene ice sheets and that

this glacial epoch, no doubt, considerably affected mosquito

distribution and speciation. The mosquitoes living at present in the

arctic are the progeny of those populations that lived in the refugia,

which are known to have existed (see Porsild, 1955). Huge tongues of

ice must have separated the existing species into isolated populations

and because of this isolation and environmental pressure and selection,

these eventually evolved into distinct species or subspecies. Downes

also feels that those species in the boreal forest zone evolved along

the southern periphery of the ice sheet, well isolated from those

living in the refugia. Present distributional patterns indicate that

the major refugia were situated in the Yukon, in Alaska and possibly

in Siberia (Freeman, 1952).

2.2.5 Behaviour

The distribution of a mosquito species may be limited by the
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behaviour of individuals in selecting their habitat. Habitat

selection by ovipositing mosquitoes provides some good examples in

which a species can survive in a wider range of habitats than it

usually occupies.

In Manitoba, for example, Brust (1973) found that the production

of mosquitoes occurred in only a small portion of the total area; in

1968, the total area of producing pools amounted to 5 acres out of the

5120 acres surveyed. The reasons for this are not clear. Early

ItlOrkers assumed that something in the water prevented the larvae from

surviving, and they neglected to study the behaviour of females in

selecting sites in which to lay eggs. More recent work has emphasized

the role of habitat selection in female mosquitoes and has shown that

larvae can develop over a much wider range of conditions than those in

which eggs are laid (Corbet and Danks, 1975). Thus, although we

presume that the female selects a type of habitat more suitable for

the larvae, many of the places she avoids are suitable for growth and

development.

The reasons why some pools are selected, and others are not

include the following: (1) some are more chemically attractive to

ovipositing females (Hudson and McLintock, 1967; Osgood, 1971);

(2) some are close to plant cover which provides suitable resting

sites fur gravid females (Bodman and Gannon, 1950); and (3) some

are close to blood source for female mosquitoes (Horsfall, 1942;

Dixon and Brust, 1972).
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2.2.6 Interrelations with other organisms

Mosquitoes may be limited in their local distribution by the

presence of other organisms - their food plants� hosts, predators,

diseases and competitors.

Many authors have said that predation on mosquito larvae is an

important factor limiting their numbers and distribution. The work of

Baldwin et. ale (1955), James (1961) and Happo1d (1965) has shown that

many organisms do prey on mosquito larvae, although the extent of this

is unknown. Furthermore, some authors have discovered parastic fungi

that are host-specific to certain species of mosquitoes. Shemanchuk

(1978) reports, for example, that the fungus Co�omamU�e6 p�a�op{w�e,

parastic on mosquito larvae of Cu.£J_M.m Lnonnara., has persisted in

irrigated areas of southern Alberta and larval mortalities up to 80%

have occurred in some breeding pools.

Intraspecific competition, if severe enough, can result in a

smaller adult population. Surtees (1959) has shown experimentally

that mortality in AedeA aegypti larvae is highest when there is a

high population density. Competition for space is severe in a dry

year; where a moss mat is present, larvae may be isolated in patches

of water as the water level subsides (Happold, 1965).

2.2.7 Other factors

o

Many other physical and chemical factors in addition to the above

can limit the distribution of mosquitoes. Most of these factors

involve local distributions rather than distribution over a larger
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geographic area. Often these factors are involved in habitat

selection.

Some observations indicate that snow usually provides a

protection against lethal air temperatures in the case of subterranean

stages of mosquitoes (Mail� 1934; Shemanchuk, 1965). This factor is a

major limitation on the survival of those species that overwinter as

adults which, in turn, regulates the rate of buildup of the mosquito

population the following summer.

Many studies show that mosquito behaviour can be regulated by

light intensity (Eldrige et. al., 1976; Maloney and Wallis, 1976;

Barnard and Mulla, 1977). Such diurnal responses to light may have

definite adaptive advantages for many species, especially northern

ones (Downes, 1964). Most important for zoogeographic analysis is

the possibility that different measures of a climatic factor limiting

some particular activity will be brought into play, depending upon

diurnal light rhythms. For example, mosquitoes that oviposit only at

night are restricted in this activity by nocturnal temperatures, the

best statistical measure of which would be the mean minimum daily

temperatures encountered in a locality or in a season. Dusk or

evening activity would be under the control of late afternoon

temperatures, the best measure of which is the mean daily temperature

(Maloney and Wallis, 1976).

Soil or substrate structure can be important for the amount of

vegetative cover surrounding the larval pool and the nutrient content
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of the soil may also affect local breeding pools (Haufe and Burgess,

1956). Substrate structure can be important for larvae that attach

to solid substances or burrow into soft sand or mud for protection

(Haufe, 1952). In addition to modifying the effect of temperature,

wind affects the efficiency of mosquitoes in flight; winds at

velocities of about 15 kmph or greater completely prevent most flight

activity (Hocking et. al., 1950).

2.3 FORECASTING DISTRIBUTION AND ABUNDANCE

Prediction of mosquito abundance and distribution depends largely

on the accuracy of meteorological forecasting. Long-range forecasts

are not possible until appropriate methods and models have been

perfected. However, short-range prediction of specific mosquito

emergence and survival parameters is feasible where daily meteorological

records representa ti ve of the immedi ate area are avail ab 1 e. For

example, Haufe and Burgess (1956) demonstrate that the thermal effect

of meteorological conditions can be additively compiled from day to

day to indicate from established developmental regimes the expected

time of appearance of a given species. The accuracy of this type of

prediction increased progressively day by day from the time of general

appearance of open water at the edges of mosquito pools to the date of

general emergence of the adult mosquitoes. It was then possible to

predict future outbreaks, both in time and space, by watching the

weather in that particular year.
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CHAPTER 3

MATERIALS AND METHODS

3. 1 STUDY AREA

The area encompassed by this study represents a cross-section of

the grassland, boreal forest and tundra regions of the western interior

and adjacent arctic areas of Canada. The study area includes the

province of Saskatchewan and the adjacent southern and central portions

of Keewatin District, N.t�.T. (Fig. 3.1). Within this area of over

one-third million square miles are represented two of the major

physiographic regions of North America, the Canadian Shield and the

Interior Plains or Borderlands region (Bostock, 1974). Both of these

are characterized by a variety of terrain features but only the Alberta

Plateau portion of the Interior Plains exhibits considerable relief.

3.2 SAr�PLING LOCATIONS

During the spring and summer months of 1974 and 1975, samples of

living mosquitoes were collected from sites considered representative

of the distinct ecological zones found in the study area. Between the

months of �1ay and September, sampling sites were established in

Saskatchewan at Heyburn, Saskatoon, t·lacDowall, Prince Albert National

Park, and Wollaston Lake Post and in the N.W.T. at Ennadai Lake, Rankin

Inlet, and Baker Lake (Fig. 3.1). Descriptions of the locations and

the sample sites are given in Table 3.1.

An effort was made in each locality to select sample sites that

would give a representative sample of all mosquito species in the
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Study area showing sampling locations.



Table 3.1 Sampling locations and sample sites within the study area, 1974-75

Location

Coordinate Light
location trap

Number of Number of

adult larval Radius of

collection collection collection

sites sites sites Comments

Weyburn,
Sa s ka tc hewa n

49°41111

103°52'W

Saskatoon,

Saska tchewan

52°071N

106°38'H

Nacliowa 11 ,

Saskatchewan

53°01
1

N

106°01'v.]

Prince Albert 53°40'N

National Park, 106°06'W

Saskatchewan

Wollaston Lake 58°031N

Post, Saskathcewan 103°331W

Ennadai Lake, 610081N

N.W.T. 100033'W

Rankin Inlet, 62°451N

N.W.T. 92°10'W

Baker Lake,

N .1'1. T.

68°181N

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

12 10 40 km Light trap located 10 km SE of Weyburn
near the municipal golf course

Light trap located at Saskatoon

Forestry Farm

Near McFarlane Creek, 3 km south of

�·1acDowa 11

r--::

0"1

9 4 4 km

Near the junction of McKenzie Creek

and the Spruce River at the extreme

southeast corner of the park

On the east shore of Wollaston Lake

On the northeast a rm of Ennada i La ke

near the mouth of the Kazan River

On the west coast of Hudson Bay

At the northwest end of Baker Lake,
near the mouth of the Thelon River

No 4 5 km7

No 5 5 10 km

10 5 10 km

13 13 30 km

5 4 20 km

4 10 km
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area. The selection of these sites is dealt with in greater detail

in section 3.3, but generally they reflect the widest range of

habitat types within the particular area. Wherever possible,

replicate samples were made in 1974 and 1975.

3.3 SAMPLING TECHNIQUES

3.3.1 Larvae and pupae

Mosquito larvae and pupae were collected throughout the spring

and summer season from their breeding sites in each sampling location.

The types and locations of these breeding pools \'1111 be discussed in

section 3.3.3.

Larvae and pupae samples were collected by dipping with a 500 cc

water dipper and concentrated in a 20-mesh screen filter funnel.

Contents of the funnel were then rinsed on to cotton terry towelling

that lined the bottom of 41 cm x 23 cm x 5 cm enamel trays (Fig. 3.2a,

3.2b). After the excess water was drained off� the trays containing

the larvae and pupae were transported to the laboratory where the

larvae and pupae were washed off the towelling back into the trays,

with Bates' (1941) "Nedium SII. Dry sterilized powdered "Tetra Min"

fish food (Hayes et. al. � 1974) was added to each tray. The trays

were held at room temperature and covered with glass plates to

retard evaporation.

'Collections were made at approximately weekly intervals from a

variety of different sites. The total length of the sampling period

varied with different locations, generally reflecting the shorter
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growing season as one went north. A complete list of sampling

periods for larvae, pupae, and adults for each locality is shown

in Table 3.2. In some instances, the numbers of larvae and pupae

collected, particularly at the beginning of the season, were too

numerous to be identified individually, identification in these cases

being made on random samples of larvae from each collection.

Identifications of larvae were based largely on keys by Rempel (1950)

and Barr (1958).

3.3.2 Adults

Live adults were collected by means of light traps, aspirators,

and sweep nets. Light traps are generally considered to be the most

satisfactory single method at present for sampling adult mosquito

populations, but there are disadvantages in their use. Light traps,

operated entirely at night, lose their applicability in extreme

northern summer situations, where the daylight period is greatly

extended. Light traps have proven to be satisfactory for measuring

fluctuations in numbers of mosquitoes over a period of time but less

satisfactory for comparing the abundance of different species in a

mixed population. There is evidence that a light trap does not take

the same proportion of all species in a population, apparently

because some species are attracted more than others by light (Reed,

1959; Barr et. al., 1960; Downey, 1962). For this reason light trap

catches are sometimes supplemented by collections made by other

methods and some investigators have derived numerical factors to
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Table 3.2. List of sampling periods, both for mosquito larvae and adults,
for each locality in the study area

LARVAE ADULTS

Saskatchewan

l�eyburn May - Sept. 16, 1975 June 4 - Sept. 30, 1974

Saskatoon June 6, 1974 May 17 -

Sept. 30, 1974

r�acDowa 11 May 27 - June 6, 1974 Nay 27 - Sept. 4, 1974

May 23 -

July 11, 1975

Prince Albert May 27 - June 6, 1974 �1a'y 27 - Se 0 t. 4, 1 974

National Park June 7, 1975

Wo 11 as ton La ke J un e 11 - 1 3, 1 974 June 11 - August 14, 1974

Northwest Territories

Ennadai Lake June 21-29, 1975 June 20 - July 22, 1975

June 25 - July 31, 1974

July 15-16, 1974

Rankin Inlet

Baker Lake

June 21-28, 1974

July 15, 1974
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compensate for differences in the attraction to light, (Love and

Smith, 1957). Subsequent analyses by McLintock et. al. (1966) reveal

that the following inferences may be made concerning light trap

catches in Western Canada. (1) Light traps do not indicate whether

there are more mosquitoes in one area than in another, in anyone

period of time (size of catch is influenced by the specific trap

location). (2) They do indicate, however, the magnitude of

mosquito fluctuations from year to year, differences in species

composition from one area to another, and differences in relative

abundance of various species from locality to locality. Through

comparisons of light trap catches with catches using different methods

(labelled "Miscellaneous Catches"), the researchers also indicated

that the light trap catches probably only overestimated the relative

abundance of A. campe4tn�. Over a period of years then, and backed

up with data from other trapping methods, light traps appear to be a

reliable method for sampling the overall mosquito population of a

given area.

The light traps used in this study were of the New Jersey type

modified for taking the mosquitoes alive (McLintock, 1946), the light

source being a 100-watt incandescent bulb (Fig. 3.3). The traps were

operated each night from 6:30 p.m. until 7:00 or 8:00 a.m. in both the

�leyburn and Sas ka toon sites.

Sampling methods other than light traps were employed in the

remaining localities. In each of these localities the use of light
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traps was not appropriate for several reasons. These included such

factors as extremely long daylight periods in many of the northern

sites, remoteness of these sites and the general lack of power sources

for the light. In these localities mosquitoes were collected during

the daylight period, through the use of aspirators and sweep nets.

Mosquitoes were collected in their resting places or from domestic

animals or from ourselves. The usual resting places were barns,

chicken coops, culverts, or in the grass, shrubbery or other natural

vegetation. Collections made other than by light trap alone were

labelled 1I��iscellaneousli. To ensure that the widest possible species

range was sampled, miscellaneous collections were conducted in a wide

variety of habitats, for various time periods and at different times

of the day.

In addition, previously published records of mosquito species and

distribution supplemented the data obtained in the field. r�ost of

this information was obtained from the species-distribution records of

Dr. J. tkL intock of the Agricul ture Canada Research Station, Saskatoon.

Adults collected by these various sampling methods were then

placed in wire screen cases (cylindrical in shape) of the same type

used in the light traps. In the case of the light traps, the cage

containing the mosquitoes was simply removed from the trap in the

morning. The cages were then placed in humidified cardboard cartons

and sent directly to the laboratory to be identified. In the

1 aboratory the mosqu itoes were removed from the cages by means of an
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aspirator and identified, as far as possible, to species. Badly

rubbed specimens that could not be distinquished with certainty were

labelled "indeterminate". Two northern species, A. pLU1C..:tOJr.. and

A. hexodoIUu�, could not be separated morphologically as adult

females and when encountered, were labelled A. PUI1c..:toJr..-hexodol1.;tu�.

Identification of adults were based on keys by Carpenter and La Casse

(1955), Vockeroth (1950, 1954a, 1954b), Rempel (1953) and Barr

(1958).

3.3.3 Environmental factors

The methods used for sampling these factors have been grouped as

follows:

CLUnatic. fiac..:to� -

Temperature, precipitation, relative humidity

(RH), hours of bright sunshine, and wind velocity values were collected.

Reliable, long term records (Ministry of Transport, Meteorological

Branch) were available for all of the localities sampled in the study

area. Daily, weekly and monthly data values were obtained from the

Monthly Record (Ministry of Transport); hourly values were available

from the hourly log sheet of local weather stations. Temperature,

relative humidity and the presence or absence of precipitation and

wind were recorded at the time of each collection. Temperature and

relative humidity were recorded by means of a hand-held, sling

psychrometer.

Edapluc. 6ac..:to�
- A wide variety of potential larval sites,

reflecting differences in relief, soils, vegetation as well as
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micro-climate were sampled. The sampled pools varied in size, shape,

depth and location since it was important to measure the maximum

variation in mosquito development that might be attributed to physical

characteristics of the pool and to edaphic factors of the surrounding

terrain. The pools formed a series ranging from the completely

exposed type that is common on the tundra or on the prairies, to those

partially sheltered by vegetation that is characteristic of the boreal

forest. Actual larval pools were described and classified as to type

and location. Water levels were recorded along with specific

measurements of pool size, amount of shade, temperature, and pH of the

water (sampled by battery operated, portable pH meters -

Sargent Helch

model RB and Corning model 5).

B�otiQ bacto�
- The vegetation immediately surrounding larval

pools (within .5 m) was identified to species. Since many of the

pools were relatively small, all plant species surrounding each site

could be sampled. The vegetation in the vicinity of the pools

(within 100 m) It/as sampled through the use of a line transect

technique (Wilde, 1954). A minimum of four transects were chosen at

random; plant coverage was described by species along each transect

at each sampling location. Observations on the vegetation type and

density were also recorded at each adult collection site. These were

visual observations only, describing the gross vegetation features of

the area (tree species, ground cover species, etc.). Identifications

of plant species were based on keys and descriptions by Carmichael
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(1976a, 1976b); Budd and Best (1969); Teed and Rowe (1973); Cunningham

(1975); Porsild (1955,1957); and Campbell et. a1. (1973), (see

Append ix B).

Another biotic factor that can be extremely important in

influencing mosquito abundance and distribution is the presence or

absence of mosquito predators. For example, Hocking et. al. (1950)

have noted the importance of Chaoborinae species and other insects in

limiting the numbers of mosquito larvae as far north as Churchill. To

ascertain the presence or absence of these predator species in this

study, any predators that were included in the larval collections were

recorded and identified as far as possible to genera or species.

Genus and species identifications were based on keys by Johannsen

(1933,1935,1937) and Lehmkuhl (1975).

3.4 DATA ANALYSIS

3.4.1 Analysis of species distribution and abundance records

Unlike the population of a single species, a mosquito community

has a series of attributes that do not occur in its individual species

components and have meaning only with reference to the community

level of integration. Three characteristics of a mosquito community

were measured: (1) Relative abundance, (2) Dominance, and (3) Species

diversity.

Species lists were compiled for each sampling location. The lists

wer e broken down into the three component parts:

(1) Each population was measured throughout the entire
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developmental period on a weekly basis. This is necessary when

examining mosquito populations because the size and variety of each

population is undergoing continual change over relatively short periods

of time.

(2) A population index was employed for individual species and

populations on a weekly basis. The population index equals the average

daily (or weekly) .tog (11 + 1) catch for the period, where H equals the

number of individuals. This index is used because it is generally

characteristic of large insect collections from a single, temperate

locality or region that a few species are predominant and a relatively

1 a rge number of speci es are represented only by a f'ew specimens. Thi s

was the case with the mosquito catches in the study area.

(3) The species within each population were classified as to

their dominance. Dominance is related to the concept of species

diversity, and some of the measures of diversity discussed in Chapter 2

(such as Shannon's index) could also be considered as measures of

dominance. A simple community dominance index has been defined as

follows, (McNaughton, 1968):

Community dominance index =

percentage of abundance

contributed by the t\.'JO

most abundant species

= 100 X
ljl

+
Y2

(3:1)
y

where Yl
= abundance of most abundant species

Y2
= abundance of second most abundant species

Y
= total abundances for all species
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The differences in mosquito dominance and variety from one ecological

region to another were then examined and compared.

(4) To determine species diversity, and hence overall stability

of a population, the Shannon index of general diversity has been used

(Shannon and Weaver, 1963). This expression is

H z: -

L;}i Io9 2;Y- ( 3: 2)

where ni is the importance value for each species and N is the total

of all importance values. Lloyd and Ghelardi (1964) have pointed out

expressions have been employed to measure the relative abundance or

that this measure has two separate components, species richness and

the
II

equitabil i ty" or "evenness
II

of speci es abundances. Species

richness is simply S, the number of species in the sample. Several

H'
e. =

ff' max.
(3: 3)

evenness component: here the following index has been used,

where H' is the Shannon index and H' mux. is log2S (see Odum, 1971).

This index represents the ratio of the observed diversity to the

maximum diversity possible for the same number of species. It has a

maximum value of unity when all species are equally abundant, while

the minimum value is defined by the situation in which all species

except the most abundant are represented by only one individual; the

more individuals in the sample, the closer e. approaches zero.

Since the components of the Shannon formula can vary
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independently of one another, it is obvious that two samples having

identical H values may in fact be very different. Therefore, the formula

has been broken down into the two components of species richness (5)

and relative abundance (e) in order to analyze diversity patterns.

It was also possible to correlate changes in diversity patterns from

one area to another with changes in either species richness or

relative abundance through the use of a standard regression technique.

3.4.2 Climatic analysis and correlation with distribution and abundance

Any useful method for analyzing the distribution, abundance and

developmental periods of mosquitoes on the basis of meteorological

conditions is practical only if it depends on weather factors that are

normally recorded at weather stations. The temperature condition of

a breeding pool or adult resting site is dependent largely on

meteorological phenomena, but it may be influenced considerably by

edaphic or biotic factors as well. The probability of estimating the

period of mosquito development (and hence their abundance and

distribution) so far as it is related to the temperature regime of the

environment depends theoretically on the degree to which the

environment is affected by meteorological conditions which can be

predicted or recorded.

At least four meteorological factors were considered to have

measurable effects on the environment of immature and adult mosquitoes:

air temperature, wind, hours of bright sunshine, and precipitation.
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Rainfall has been described as a limiting factor for mosquito

prevalence in temperate areas by rkLintock et. ale (1966). Mosquito

development in subarctic or arctic muskeg with underlying permafrost

is rarely restricted by insufficient water in breeding pools. The

correlations in the subarctic and arctic areas were confined therefore

to three factors: air temperature, \vind and daily sunshine.

The analysis proceeded as follows:

(1) Developmental periods and seasonal fluctuations in abundance

for the species found in a particular location were calculated

according to the procedures in section 3.4.1. Where possible, an

assessment was also made of the thermal constant, threshold and optimum

temperature ranges required to complete development for a species.

(2) The meteorological conditions prevailing in each locality

were measured, incl uding temperature and humidity val ues at each

collection site. The latter procedure is important because some mosquito

species might choose a site that is suitable for development on a

micro-environmental level, even though this site is located within a

developmentally unsuited macro-environment.

(3) Patterns in mosquito abundance and distribution were then

explained in terms of various environmental factors that could be

responsible for these patterns. For example, weekly abundance and

occurrence of mosquito species was compared with weekly mean

temperatures, precipitation, wind and other meteorological data. The

interdependence of meteorological factors that contribute to the
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environment of mosquitoes vias recognized in all comparisons. The

modifying roles that edaphic or biotic factors play in determining

mosquito patterns were also assessed.
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS

4.1 GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION AND ABUNDANCE OF MOSQUITOES

From June 4 to September 30� 1974 and from June 20 to July 22,

1975, 40,604 female mosquitoes were collected representing 33 species

(Table 4.1). It is characteristic of large insect catches from a

single locality or region that a few species are predominant and a

relatively large number of species are represented by only a few

specimens. This was the case with the mosquito catches in the study

area. Although no species were common to all locations, eight species

(A. punc.toJt, A. hexodontu» A. tUgupe.6, C. --tl1oJtna...ta., A. c.ommwU-6,

A.fi--ttc.hii, A . .-tmp)g� and A. c.amp��) together made up from 70-80%

of the total catches from the individual locations. The figures did

not indicate whether there were more mosquitoes in one district than

in another in anyone period of time (size of catch is influenced by

the specific trap locations), but they did show that the species

composition of the different districts varied and that the relative

abundance of the different species varied from locality to locality.

In the case of the light traps at Saskatoon and Weyburn, some species

were attracted by light more than others, but in Table 4.1 a

compari son of the percentages under "L ight" with those under "Ni sc."

indicates that the light trap catches probably only overestimated the

relative abundance of A. c.ampe/.)-tJrJA. Light trap catches at vJeyburn

showed 16.6% of the total number caught were of this species, compared



Table 4.1 Relative Abundance of Female Mosquitoes in the Study Area, 1974-75

--

Location Weyburn Weyburn Saskatoon Saskatoon MacDoViall I Prince Wollaston Ennauai Rankin Ba ke r

Albert Lake Lake Inlet Lake

National

Park

Sample Pe riod June 4- Aug. 26- June 4- May 17- May 27- Hay 27- June 11- June 20- June 25- July 15-

Sept. )0 Sept. 6 Sept. )0 Sept. )0 Sept. 4 Sept. 4 Aug. 14 July 22 July 31 July 16

1974 1974 1974 1974 1974 1971, 1974 1975 1974 1974

Sample Hethod Light Misc.* Light Misc. Misc. Misc. Hisc. Misc. Misc. Hisc. Total

No. % No. % No. % No. % No. 70 No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. %

A. punctor-hex. 0 - a - 0 - 0 - 0 - 0 - 0 - 3209 60.2 3316 43.4 1328 35.7 785) 19.3

A. nigripes 0 - 0 - 0 - 0 - a - 0 - 0 - 413 7.7 2713 35.5 2311 Ki2.1 5437 13.4

C. i rio rna t a 2600 46.4 128 5.1 593 20.1 221 55.4 B <1 7 < 1 a - 0 - 0 - 0 - 4557 11.2

A. conununis 0 - 0 - 1 <1 0 - 581 19.8 2583 32.6 2 <'1 312 5.8 0 - 0 - 3479 8.6

A. fitchii 164 2.9 0 - 112 3.8 190 8.6 786 26.8 1795 22.6 186 12.9 0 - 0 - 0 - 3233 8.0

A. impiger a - 0 - 0 - 1 <:: 1 0 - 0 - 0 - 1057 19.8 1613 21.1 80 2.6 2751 6.8

A. campcstris 92i 16.6 18 2.1 4',6 48.9 183 8.3 0 - 2 < 1 a - 0 - 0 - 0 - 2576 6.3

A. excrucians a - a - a - a - 278 9.5 1376 17.4 52 3.6 284 5.3 0 - a - 1990 4.9

A. pUllctor 0 - 0 - 110 3.7 1 <1 97 3.3 729 9.2 999 69.5 0 - 0 - 0 - 1936 4.8

A. flavescens 1132 20.2 2 <:: 1 95 3.2 120 5.4 9 < 1 5 <1 17 1.2 0 - 0 - 0 - 1380 3.4

A. ewde s 0 - 0 - 0 - 6 ..(1 195 6.6 632 8.0 0 - 0 - 0 - 0 - 833 2.1

A. vexans 147 2.6 13 1.5 327 11.1 13 <1 29 <1 303 3.8 0 - 0 - 0 - 0 - 632 2.0

A. s penc e r H 33 <- 1 461 15402 23 <. 1 239 10.8 44 1,5 10 <1 0 - a - 0 - 0 - 810 2.0

A. cataphylla 2 <1 0 - 22 <1 18 <1 314 10.7 212 2.7 9 <'1 1 <, 1 a - 0 - 578 1.4

A. canndensis a - a - 1 <1 2 <1 434 14.8 61 <1 21 1.5 a - a - 0 - 519 1.3

C. tarsal is 356 6.4 12 1.4 62 2.1 33 1.5 0 - 0 - 0 - 0 - a - 0 - 463 1.1

A. do r sa l Ls 219 3.9 1 <1 137 4.6 94 4.3 4 <1 0 - 0 - 0 - 0 - 0 - 455 1.1

A. c Lnc re us a - c - a - 0 - 96 3.3 170 2.1 2 <'1 58 1.1 0 - 0 - 326 1

A. ear1ei 9 Z1 97 �1.4 24 c 1 77 3.5 4 <1 1 < 1 0 - a - 0 - 0 - 212 1

A. nigromacu1is 4 <1 118 �3.9 0 - 0 - 0 - 0 � 0 - 0 - 0 - 0 - 122 1

A. pionips 0 - 0
- a - 0 - 49 1.7 9 <. 1 35 2.4 0 - 0 - a - 93 1

C. impatiens 0 - 0 - 0 - 0 - 0 - 0 - 88 6.1 0 - 0 - 0 - B8 1

N. p e r t ur b an s 1 <1 0 - a - 0 - 8 <1 16
• < 1 0 - 0 - 0 - 0 - 25 1

A. sticticus 0 - 0 - a - 0 - 0 - 16 <.1 4 .(1 0 - 0 - 0 - 20 1

C. incidcns 0 - a - 0 - 0 - 0 - 0 - 14 .(1 a - 0 - 0 - 14 1

C. alaskaensis 0 - 0 - 0 - 0 - a - 3 < 1 6 <1 0 - 0 - 0 - 9 1

A. stimu1ans 1 .( 1 0 - 2 < 1 0 - 1 <'1 0 - a - 0 - 0 - 0 - 4 1

C. morsitans 0 - 0 - 0 - 4 <1 0 - 0 - a - 0 - 0 - 0 - 4 1

A. triscriatus 0 - 0 - . 0 - 0 - a - 0 � 2 <"1 0 - 0 � 0 - 2 1

A. riparius 0 - a - 0 - 0 - 1 < 1 0 - 0 - 0 - 0 - 0 - 1 1

C. restuans 1 <. 1 0 - 0 - 0 - 0 - 0 � 0 - 0 - 0 - 0 - 1 1

C. minnesotae 0 -

.

a - 0 - 1 <1 0 - 0 - 0 - 0 - 0 - 0 - 1 1

TOTAL 5596 850 2955 �20� 2938 7930 1437 5334 7642 3719 40604
-

se tra
. , -

..p.

w

.-lisce11ane y asp p, p p
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to only 2.1% of the Weyburn miscellaneous catches. For Saskatoon, the

percentage of this species in relation to the total number was 48.9%

for the light trap catches and only 8.3% for the miscellaneous catches.

The relatively high numbers of C. iI10h.nata. 1 isted in the Saskatoon

miscellaneous column represent a sampling bias for roadside culverts,

the preferred resting place for large numbers of this species.

Table 4.2 indicates that most of the dominant mosquito species in

the study area belong to the genus Ae.deA1• Hith the exception of

Culex :ta.Ma...f.M and CuLG6e;ta inOh.VLata in the grasslands, representatives

of other genera were quite rare. In each region several species were

predominant. Thus in the grassland region they were A. niaveA�e.I�,

A. c.o.mpeA� and C. il1oh.nata, closely followed by A. dOMa...f.M

A. v exanll, A. .6 pe.nc.efl..u and C. .taJr_,oc<1.i.6. In thi s reg i on the

doh..6a!i.6 group of Ae.deA was strongly represented (Table 4.4). In the

aspen grove section the place of A. 6iave..6c.e.11.6 was taken by A. 6�c.hii.

In the m ixed-wood forest section, A. 6i.tc.w again predominated along

with other members of the .6:ti.mu.fu11.6 group of Ae.deA (such as

A. exc.IW.c.iaI1.6 and A. e.udeA) (Table 4.4). In addition, species of the

c.ommurU.-6 group of Ae.del> (A. c.ommurU.o, A. c.ata.phy£l.a, A. punc..toh.,

A. pionip.6) (Table 4.4) became increasingly common in the mixed-wood

areas; A. c.inefl..e.u..6 and A. canadensi.s wer e common as well. In

northern wooded areas and in tundra areas the so -ca 11 ed "bl ack-l egged
II

IThis large genus has been further subdivided into groups as shown in

Table 4.3.
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Table 4.2 Mos�uito species found in the study areal

AEDES A�NSONIA

Sub genus Och£.<!-flO:actu/)

A<!-d<!-� camp e.,�'tfU.-6 Oya r & Kn a b

Ae_de� calladell�i� (Theobald)
Aede� cata.phy& Oyar
A<!-d<!-� commu.1UA (Oe Gee r)

*Ac.d<!-/) diav"tae.M Howard, Dvar & Knab

Ae.de� dOMctR.M U�ei gen)
.

Aede� eudes HOVla rd, Dya r & Knab

Aede� eXCJillUaM (t�a 1 ker)
Aed<!-� 6ilc.f1M__ (Felt & Young)
A<!-d� 6.e.a.v� cen� (�'u 11 e r )
Ae.d� hexodontuA Oyar
Ae.d� �pige.-fl (Walker)
Aed� �ptic.a.tu-6 Vocke roth

*Ae.d� �ncfle.piluA Oyar
*Ae.de� �n.tJw..de.n-6 Oya r

*Ae.de.� me.la�on Oyar
Aed� Ilig�pe.� (Zetters tedt)
Aede-6 vugflomacu.-Uo (Ludlow)
Ae.d� pionip� Oya r

Aed� pulta� (Coquillett)
Ae.d� pUl1c.toJt (Ki rby)
Ae.de.� Jtempe.,ti Vockeroth

Ac.de.6 �pa�u.6 O'ya r & Kn a b

Aede..6 .6penc� (Theobald)
Aed� -6ticUCU-6 (t1e i gen )
Aed� -6 Umu£aH/) (Ha 1 ke r )
Ae.d� tlUchUflM (Oya r )

Sub genus F�Il.e_atja
Ae.d� � �atu-6 (Say)

Sub genus Ae.dimoJtphM
Ae.de.6 vexafU (�le i gen )

Sub genus Aed�

Aed� cA.n.e.-fle.U-6 Me i g en

ANOPHELES

Sub genus An.ophe.le.�

AHOphel� e.cur.1ei Vargas

*Al1ophel� wa_f_R_W Theobald

Sub genus. Coqu�e.�tida
MaI1MH� pe.fL-tu.Jtban.6 (Halker)

CULEX

Sub genus Culex

Cule.x Jt�tuan-6 Theobald

Cule.x taJt-6� Coqui11ett

Sub qenus Neoculex

*Culex ;tvuU.;tCUl-6 l'la 1 ke r

CULISETA

Sub genus CuWW(

Cu.-Uoua afu-O kae.fU� (Lud1 0\'1)
Cu.-Uo exo: ..unpa;U e.n-6 (Ha 1 ke r )
C� ua il1cide.n-6 (Thomson)
CliW e..t.a �l1oflna.to. (Hill i s ton)

SUD genus C�cetta

Cu.-UoWL m�l1l1�o.tc.(_e Barr

Cu£{)" e;ta mOMaafU (Theo ba 1 d)

PSOROPHORA

Sub genus GMblwfil�

*P.60JtphOM .6�gn�pen� (Co(Jui 11ett)

WVEOMYIA

Sub genus (:Jueomlj�a

*(IJljeomlj� .6milfUi (Coquillett)

*-Oenotes species that have been previously recorded from the study area

but were not encountered in 1974-75.

1

See Appendix A
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Table 4.3. AEDES GENUS - Subgenera
and Groups

(Barr, 1958)

1. Sub genus (Ochlef1..otatu/»)

- Group taen-tonhunclw"}"
( 1) n�nomacuw

- Group AYJ.i1uUpe..6 or .6tUnu1..an..6

( 1) e.XCf1..UUaH.6

(2) 6ilchli
(3) 6fuve..6ce.n.o
( 4) h'LCf1..e.pilu!.l
( 5) n-tpan-tu!.l

(6) .6tUnuful1.6

(7) e.ude..o

- Group dOMcr..iM

( 1) campe..o�
(2) can.a deJit.6-u'

(3) dOMcr..iM

(4) me.fun-tmon

- Group commw'l-t.o

( 1) cata!Jhulla
(2) commwU.o

(3) dhx.ntae.u.6

( 4) he.xadontl.1!.l

( 5) -t�Ltnude.l'l.6

( 6) -<mP-t9 e.f1..

(7) n-t!]n-tpe.6
(8) p-tonip.6
( 9) pullaJJ t.6

( 1 0) PUVl.Cton.

(11) ne.mpe.U
(12) .6pe.ncew
( 1 3) .6uclicl.1!.l

( 1 4) -<mpUca..tu.-6
( 15) tJUchuf1..f.1J.l (Ba rr , p , 11 0)

II. Sub genus (F-tnla.ya)

- Group (H)
(1) :t:JU.6 e.f1..-tatu.o

I I I. Sub genus (Aedimonp/LLt.6)

- Grouo ve.xaM

(1 )
.

vexan/.}

IV. Sub genus (Ae.de..o)

( 1) cinene.u.o
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Geographic distribution of mosquitoes in the study area

Ecological
zone

Species

Abun dan t RareCommon

Grassland

region
- Heyburn

Borea 1 forest

region

Aspen grove

section

- Saskatoon

Aede.6 {tave.6 c.el1.6

Aede.6 c.(unpe.6�
Cuweta Lnonnara:

Aede.6 c.((mjJe.6�
Cu..we.tct ivw ltna.ta.

Aede,!) dOMaw

Aede.6 �dc.lli
Aede.6 vexOJ1.6

AediU5, 6 peJ1c.eJl))_
Aede.6 IU9ltOmctc.uw
C u..ie.x :tCv·1.}.,(�

Avw P fuz1.e.6 eaJr.iu

Aede.6 {Jdc.lli
Aede.6 PWlc;tOlt
Aede.6 Mave.6 ceus

Aede.6 doJt.6aW

Aede.6 vexal1.6

Aede.6 /5 pevl.c.elUA..

AnophUe.6 eaJr1..e.i

Cu..iex :taMaW

Aede..o c.a.;taphy£1a.
*Aede..o exc.Jtuc.1.a.n.o

Aede.6 .6;tUnul.al1!J

*Ae.de..o me£CUI-Unon

Aede..o c.inelteu...o
*

Ae de..6 JtipaJtiu.o
*Aede.6 c.a.nadelv5�

*Aede..o inc.ltepi:tu...o
*Aede!J pW1C.:tOJt
*Aede..o .6,uc.tic.u...o

*Aede.6 impuc.a:tu...o
*Aede.6 � Wa.;tu...o

*Aede.6 eade.6

Cu..lex Jte.6:tu..o_Vl..6

*Cu..lex :teJtJti:tan.6

Cuwe..ta mo Jt.6�taM

*Cu..We..ta milllle.6o:tcte

MaM 0 nio: peuuJtban.6
*p.60ltop{wJta .6ignipe.J1Il�

Ae.de..o c.OPlmw1�

Ae.de..o c.(UlCtdeM�

Aede..6 c.a.;taphyUa
*Aede.6 .6tic;U_c.u...6

*Aede..6 impUc.atu...o
Aede..6 .6timu..taf1.6

Aede.6 imp;"ge.Jt
Aede..6 eude.6

*Aede..o c.ine.Jteu...o

*Aede..6 .:tJtiC.huJtM

*Ae.de..6 piol1ip.6
*Aede..6 �pc�u...o
*Ae.diU5 ;"nc.Jtepdu...o
*Ae.de..6 HigfWmac.�
*Ae.de..6 e.xc.Jtu..c.Ia.n.6

*Cu...te.x Jte..6Wan.6

*Cule.x :teJtJtda.1l.6

*C�e.:ta a£a.6fw_eM�

Cu..Lu e.:ta mOM�taM

*CuLu eta impatiell.6
Cu1.Me:ta m-U1He.6otCte

*MaI1M l1�t pvttuJtbaM

*Oenotes species that have been previ ous 1 y recorded from the study area but

were not encountered in 1974-75.
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Table 4.4 (continued)

Ecological
zone

Soecies

Abundant Common

Borea 1 forest AedUJ 6-Ltch« Aede-6 ex CJtLLC.{.a.n.-6

regi on Ae_de_-6 commwU,o Ae_du punctoll.
t�j xed-wood Aede-6 can.ade.11l) � Ae_du e.LLde.-6

forest section AedUJ ca-taphljLf£{ Aede.-6 c.{.n.e_ll.eM

(agricultural) Ae.du -6pen.ce�
- MacDowall Aedu p.{.o n.{.p/s

Ae.de.-6 commu�

Aede.-6 Mtd-U;_
AedUJ exCJtucian-6

Ae.de.-6 PW1ctOll.
Aedo.) e.udUJ

Ae.de.-6 vexaM

Ae.de-6 c(w{phyUa.
Ae.de.-6 UI1e.Jte.M

Boreal forest

region
t,1i xed-wood

forest section

(non-agricultural)
- Prince Albert

National Park

Rare

Ae.de.-6 6"£ave.,,Sce.M
Aede,'s Ve.XCUL-6

Ae. de.-6 do rt-6 a.W

Ae.de-6 -6timu.tan-6

Ae.de-6 a b-6 eAAa:tU-6

Ae.de.-6 JtipMiU-6
Ae.de.-6 .{.ncll.e.pLttM
A ede./s ,{mp,f_ica.tM

*Ae.de.-6 .tJt.{_ChUJtM

*Ae.de./s -6tic,tiCU-6

*Aede.-6 cwnpe.-6�
MCUl-6011ia peJt.tUll.baM

An.ophe1.UJ eMlu

CL�e.ta. ifW!ulCUa.

C� eta ala.-6 ka.eM�

*AedUJ -6LUnLtlan-6

Ae.de-6 CCW1PU�
*Ae.de-6 inCJte.pil.u.-6

Ae.dUJ iltave-6 Ce.M

Ae. dUJ )_mpuca.tU-6
Ae_de-6 eanadens-a.

*Ae.deA irr:pi9e.Jt
Ae.de-6 -6 pe.HC�U

*Aede-6 dOM�

Ae.de.-6 p.{.o YLip-6
*Aede_-6 JtipaJt.{_U-6

AedeA -6UC,UCU-6

*Aede-6 .{.ntJtuden-6

*Ae.de.-6 dian.taeM

*Ae.de-6 puUa.tM
*Aede).) .tJtiChUJz..M

*C� eta .{.n.c.{.den.-6

Cul!_.{_).) eta bw ll.n.ata

Cuwe.ta atM kaeYL-6�

*Culex wMaW

Manumia peJt.tUll.baM

*Anophe1.u walf<_e.fl..{_

Avwphe1.e-6 eafl.l!_u

*(J}yeomljia -6mithL[

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Ecological
zone

Species

Abundant RareCommon

Borea 1 forest Ae.de.J.:, rxmc.,toJt

reg; on Ae.de.J.:, 6dc.lUi
Northern

con iferous-

northwestern

tran s iti on

forest section

- Wollaston Lake

Borea 1 forest

tundra region
Northwes tern

transition

forest section

tundra region
- Ennada i La ke

Tundra reg i on

(coastal)
- Rankin

Inlet

Tundra region
(inter; or)
- Ba ker Lake

Ae.de.J.:, It e.xo do I1tUi:.

Ae.de.J.:, puncXoJt
Ae.de.J.:, hnpige.Jt

Ae.du nigJtipe.J.:,
Ae.de.J.:, puncXoJt
Ae.de.J.:, he.xodontUlJ

Ae.du hnpig e.Jt

Ae.de.J.:, rUgJtipe.J.:,
Ae.du PUI1C.toJt
Ae.de.J.:, he.xodoVlXUlJ

Ae.de.J.:, e.XC./tUC.,[aIlJ.:,

Ae.de.J.:, 6iave.lJc.e.I1J.:,
Ae.de.J.:, c.anCtde.H-6,[J.:,

Ae.de.J.:, pionipJ.:,
CulM eta .{mpa-Ue.M

Ae.de.J.:,

Ae.de.lJ

Ae.de.lJ

Ae.de.-6

Ae.de.-6

l1i9Jt,{_P e.s

c.ommul1M

e.XC./tUC.,[aM

c.il1e.Jte.UlJ

Jte.mpm

Ae.de.lJ c.ommwU,o

Ae.de.J.:, c.a-taphtj.t1a
Ae.du une.Jte.U-6

Ae.de.J.:, J.:,Uc.uc.UlJ

Ae.du � e.Jta-tU/.:,

*Ae.du diantae.UlJ
*
Aedu pu.U.atUlJ

*Ae.de.J.:, J.:,pe.llC.e.Jt,{_,{_
CulM eta atalJ {zae.MM

CulM e.to: il1ude.l1f.t

Ae.de.J.:, c.ataphyUa
*Ae.de.lJ J.:,pe.I1C.�
*Ae.du 6iavuc.e.J1f.,
*Ae.de.f.t Jtip�
*Ae.de.-6 c.ctmpe.f.t�
*Ae.de.J.:, pion,{_pJ.:,
*Cttwerta impatie.M
*CuLi..,6 e.ta aiM {zae.M,[J.:,

*
Ae.de.-6 Jte.mpe.U
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Ae.deA species wer e predominant. A. punc.A:o!t was by far the most wi de

spread species, being found throughout the northern wooded and tundra

areas. In the northwestern transition section and on the tundra,

however, the species A. he.xodontu}." A . ..unp-tge.tL, A. c..ommwUJ.l and

A. vUgtLiPeA were found in great abundance. Of particular interest,

A. e.xcJtUe-taM, a common woodland species in the southern boreal forest,

extended its range well into the tundra areas, breeding in exposed

tundra pools underlain with permafrost (see following section on

habitat distribution).

4.2 SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION AND ABUNDAnCE OF MOSQUITOES

The sequence of appearance of adult mosquitoes varied in the

seven study locations (Fig. 4.l-4.7).

In the grassland region (Fig. 4.1) there was a marked succession

of species, and a number of generations of individual species, with

the first species appearing in May and the last emerging in early

September. The sequence fluctuated markedly from year to year being

greatly influenced by the temperature and by the amount and distribution

of rainfall. The sequence outlined here for 1974-1975 is typical of

years with normal or above-normal rainfall and below-normal temperatures.

The first species to appear was A. -6pe.I1c..e.tLil wi th adults

generally emerging by the end of May. It is possible for this species

to have a second generation in mid-July and a third in late August

or early September. The second and third peaks of abundance did

occur at Weyburn in 1974. These were due to heavy rains in July
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WEEK ENDING
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Fi gure 4.2. Life histories of some species of mosquitoes at Saskatoon, Sask.
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analyze their life histories.
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Figure 4.4 Life histories of some species of mosquitoes at Prince Albert

National Park, Sask. A. -6pe.nce.�, A. campe.-6�, A. 6fave.-6ce.n-6,
A. nip�, A. e.anl� and C. ala4kae.nh� were too rare to analyze

their life histories.
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and August, which submerged eggs laid in previous years. On all three

occasions, the peaks were therefore first generation mosquitoes being

hatched at different times. A. c..arnpeJ.J.tJt,� emerged in early June.

A. M-aveJ.Jc..en6 and A. 6Ltc..W appeared in the middl e of June and

C. .inon.. I1a..ta. was first collected in mi d-June; several generations

followed in quick succession and resulted in a large population by

fall. Although C. �� appeared a little later, it was generally

concurrent with C. ino�nata, since their breeding habits were similar.

In 1974, the cool weather seriously limited the abundance of this

species. A. do�� and A.vexan6 appeared in late June and early

July, respectively. Although second generations are possible in

August or early September, cool "lea ther in 1974-75 seri ously 1 imited

the abundance of these two species. Thus, in the grassland area the

numbers of mosquitoes were subject to extensive and irregular

fluctuations.

At the southern edge of the aspen grove section (Fig. 4.2) the

first major emergence of mosquitoes took place toward the end of May.

This population was made up largely of the following species:

A. ,-,pel1c..eJtU, A. c..ampeJ.J:tJvL6, A. do��, A. 6i;tc_W, C. il1o�nam and

A. pUl1cto�. A. c..ataphyita, A. 6tave-6c..el1-6 and C. ��, although

present, were never found in large numbers. With the exception of

A. c..ataphylla, the above species persisted for the remainder of June

and July. A. vexaM became common in July. VJhen heavy rains occurred

in August 1974, a second brood of A. vexalu emerged in early September.
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At the northern edge of the aspen grove section and in the mixed

wood forest section (Fig. 4.3, 4.4) the first emergence� in early

June, consi sted of A. c.ommurU4 and A. c.a..taphyUa. Thi s was qui ckly

followed by huge numbers of A. punc.,wJt, A. eudes, A. 6ac.lUJ.. and, a

few weeks later, by A. candens.cs, A. c.ineneu» and A. P_[O�Up6.

A. ve.xan6 was again one of the last to appear.

In the extreme northern wooded areas (Fig. 4.5) most species

emerged by mid-June and persisted till the end of July or early

August. Each species had only one generation. The first half of the

summer, June and July, was therefore noted for its great mosquito

abundance, v.Jhi 1 e the second ha lf, August and September, was more or

less mosquito free. In the tundra area, this seasonality of

abundance was even more extreme, with only the latter portion of June

and the month of July having great numbers of mosquitoes (Fig. 4.6,

4.7). While actual numbers of mosquitoes were probably higher than

in more southern locations, the number of dominant species in tundra

areas dropped to only four, A. punc.toJt, A. he.xodontu.�� A. n-<-gJr.-tPeA

and A. -imp)_g en,

4.2.1 Daily fluctuations in abundance

Two surveys in 1975, one at Ennadai Lake and one at Weyburn, each

lasting 24 hours, were performed to investigate the daily pattern of

activity. Sweep net samples were taken every three hours starting at

0900 hours C.S.T. one day, and ending at 0600 hours the following day.

Mosquito activity, temperature, wind, cloud cover, relative humidity
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and the time of sunrise and sunset were also recorded.

The detailed results of the surveys, July 13-14, 1975 (Ennadai

Lake) and August 10-11,1975 (Weyburn), are presented in Fig. 4.8.

The weather was hot with only a few clouds during the daylight hours

in both locations. Both histograms show a rapid rise in activity to

a maximum in the evening, followed by a drop to almost zero after

dark. At sunrise and during the early hours of the morning there was

a rise in activity to a second maximum. During the main daylight

hours, 1000 to 1800 hours at Weyburn, 0800 to 2000 hours at Ennadai

Lake, activity dropped to a minimum.

4.3 SPECIES DIVERSITY, DOMINANCE AND RELATIVE ABUNDANCE

Table 4.5 shows the values of H, S and � for the eight ecological

zones. Trends in Rand S from one zone to the next are identical,

with high values occurring in the south and low values in the extreme

north.

The highest values of Rand S occurred in the aspen-grove/mixed

wood forest interface, where a variety of boreal forest and grassland

mosquitoes were found.

The regression of R against l092S (Fig. 4.9) shows that changes

in mosquito diversity were closely related to variations in species

richness. The relationship is expressed by the equation

R =
• 78 + 4. 51 (log 2S) ( 4: 1 )

The data shows a close fit to the linear form. Since the slope of the

regression is Rllog2S = RIR = e [formula (3:3)J the figure
max
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Table 4.5 Values of R, Sand e for mosquito oODulations in eight

ecological zone s . R =

-I(Ili/N)'£092(Vl_{_/N)_; S = number of

species; E =

H/'£092S.

Ecological zone

-

H S e

Prairie grassland .665 14 · 175

Aspen grove .703 14 · 185

Aspen grove
- mixed \'Iood forest .718 18 .172

Mixed wood forest .792 18 .190

Northern coniferous - northwestern .439 14 .115

transition forest

Northwestern transition forest - tundra .520 8 · 173

Tundra (coastal) .460 4 .230

Tundra (interior) .324 4 .162
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demonstrates the stabil ity of the rel ative abundance component as vrel l

as the correlation between R and species richness.

Dominance, defined by the community dominance index, is inversely

related to diversity. Fig. 4.10 illustrates this relationship for

mosquitoes in the study area with fewer species predominant in the

grassland or tundra areas in comparison to the forested region.

4.4 ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS INFLUENCING DISTRIBUTION AND ABUNDANCE OF

MOSQU nOES

4.4.1 Weather and climate

The influence of weather on mosquitoes can be discerned in terms

of a winter phase which controls the initial water regime at the start

of the summer season, and a summer phase.

W-Ln;teJt and �PJUH9 1974 - The early part of the winter was mild and

relatively· dry throughout the study area. Snow totals, up to the

middle of March, were 5-10 percent below the long term average. In

late March and April, a striking difference developed between the

central and the northern and southern extremities of the area. In

the extreme north and south near-average precipitation occurred and

the snow cover was gone by late April. In central regions precipitation

was above average for March and April. With the exception of the

Northwest Territories, temperatures throughout the study area were

cooler than normal.

At the beginning of May, the southern part of Saskatchewan

was dry and cool, although spring pools persisted in many areas. In
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central Saskatchewan the ground was wet, with much standing water.

The adjacent Northwest Territories had temperatures above normal;

precipitation and the amount of water standing were normal for the

time of year.

SwnmeJL 7974 - The general summer temperature and precipitation

regime is given in Table 4.6. Most of southern and central Saskatchewan

had above average precipitation with the greatest excess in the central,

mixed wood forest region; rainfall was below normal in the extreme

northeastern parts of Saskatchewan and the N.W.T.. Temperatures were

a little more variable than usual but seasonal means for the first three

months did not differ much from climatic normal s , In August and

September, temperatures were wel l below norma 1 throug hout the enti re

region. Because monthly means tend to obscure weather variations

weekly averages of temperature, precipitation and hours of bright

sunshine are given in Table 4.7. Variations of -4 to +5 � from the

mean occurred during the summer.

May 7974 - The warm spell in the N.W.T. which lasted with few

breaks from May 12 to 31 was the most significant feature. Daytime

temperatures occasionally reached 12°C, about 4°C above seasonal

normals. Further south, cooler weather prevailed: mean daily

temperatures were 5°C below normal in the Saskatoon-Prince Albert

region; there were rain showers throughout most of the month. Rainfall

was above average in the southern part of the study area while

sunshine was high and winds were moderately strong.



Table 4.6 Monthly mean temperature, precipitation and normals at locations in the study area

(Temperature - degrees celsius; Precinitation - millimeters of water)

May June July August September

Mean Mean Mean r�ean t�ean

temp. ppt. temp. ppt. temp. ppt. temp. pot. temp. pp t ,

�·Jeyburn
1974 7.9 86.4 16.8 22.6 20.2 25.7 15.2 102. 1 9.4 18.8

Nonn. 11.0 49.8 16. 1 78.5 20.9 53. 1 18.6 44·.2 12.3 35.8

Saskatoon

1974 7.8 88.9 15. 7 67.3 18.0 82.0 14.3 56.4 9. 1 28.5

Norm.

Prince Albert (MacDowall)
1974 6.2 98.0 14.9 76.0 17.8 79.5 13.6 164.4 7.6 60.7 -......J

Norm. 9.5 35.8 14.3 57.2 17.7 64.3 16.2 53. 1 10.2 34.8
0

Waskesiu (P.A.N.P.)
1974 4.2 150.4 14. 1 97.5 15.7 1"',4.3 11.8 81. 3 4.8 53.9

Norm. 8.8 32.3 -- -- 16.9 70.9 15.2 57.7 9.5 48.0

Collins Bay (Wollaston Lake)
1974 3.9 22.4 11.8 72.4 15.6 95.8 12.6 63.0 4.8 38. 1

Norm.

Ennadai Lake

1974 0.0 1.5 10. 1 10.4 14.7 114.8 10.5 59.9 0.5 22.9

Norm. -3.8 17.5 6.6 30.2 12.8 52. 1 11.6 38.6 4.0 38.6

Chesterfield (Rankin Inlet)
1974 -4.6 0.5 4.8 20.6 9.7 23.6 7.9 37. 1 -0.5 31. 5

Norm. -6.8 15.8 2.4 25.9 8.7 41.4 8.3 37.3 2.6 40.4

Baker Lake

1974 -4.4 3.6 8.0 23.4 13.2 49.8 8.9 17.5 -1. 3 27.2

Norm. -7.2 9.4 3.2 16.0 10.7 35.6 9.8 34.5 2.4 33.8



Table 4.7 Weekly mean temperature (i), precipitation (ppt.) and hours of daily bright sunshine

(D.B.S.) values at locations in the study area

----

Prince Albert Waskesiu

Weyburn Sas katoon (MacDowall) (P.A.N.P. )

Week
-

ppt. D.B.S.
-

ppt. D.B.S.
-

ppt. D.B.S.
-

D.B.S.x x x x ppt.

ending (OC) (mm) (hr) ( °C) (mm) (hr) (OC) (mm) (hr) ( °C) (mm) (hr)

May 6 8.3 0.3 49.1 6.7 4.8 30.7 1.7 24.4 23.7 1.1 14.0

May 13 7.2 23.6 30.3 7.2 21.1 24. 1 6.7 22.9 22.3 4.4 29.2

�1ay 20 6. 1 47.0 30.7 6.7 8.6 46.3 5.6 9.9 27. 1 2.2 85.3

May 27 8.9 12.2 43.8 9.4 54.4 60.7 7.8 39. 1 48.2 6.7 19.6

June 3 12.2 3.3 77.8 11. 1 -- 78.1 10.0 2.0 60.3 6. 1 4. 1

June 10 13.3 22.6 55.5 12.2 24.4 45.0 11 .7 16.5 36.8 10.6 19.1

June 17 15.0 T 96.8 15.0 0.5 95.8 15.0 2.5 90.5 13.3 4.3 z

June 24 20.6 0 86.2 20.6 4.3 101.4 18.9 0.3 94.4 18.3 0.3
0 �

r+
__,

July 1 20.6 0 96.6 16. 1 35.3 83.1 15.6 55.9 67.2 15.0 42.4 OJ

July 8 18.9 16.0 66.8 16. 1 5.8 £5.6 16.7 4. 1 73. 7 15.n 10.9
<

OJ

July 15 20.6 4.3 82.9 19.4 60.7 89.9 19.4 57.2 69.5 16. 1 99.3

July 22 23.3 5.3 92.1 20.6 14.2 95.4 20.0 9.9 78.3 16.7 8.6
OJ

CJ

July 29 18.3 0 99.9 16. 1 0.8 95. 1 16. 1 5.3 90.7 15.0 10.9
--'

CD

August 5 17.2 7.6 76. 1 18.9 0.8 91.0 18.3 27.2 82.9 17.2 12.2

August 12 18.3 24.9 57.0 15.6 26.7 41.8 15.0 81. 5 36.3 13.9 32.8

August 19 15.6 50.0 42.4 13.9 20.6 43.7 13.3 41. 9 35.5 11.1 11.4

August 26 14.4· 11.7 50.6 13.3 0.5 77.7 12.2 4.3 76.8 10.0 30.0

Sept. 2 10.0 7.9 54.5 10.0 8.4 57.4 8.3 12.5 53.4 6.7 7. 1

Sept. 9 11. 1 14.7 30.3 10.6 6.4 28.2 7.8 29.5 27.6 5.0 31. 0

Sept. 16 10.6 3.8 38.3 11.1 11. 7 39.9 9.4 8.6 45.0 6. 1 8.4

Sept. 23 10.6 T 48.6 10.6 0.5 42.4 9.4 1.8 47.3 8.3 2.3

Sept. 30 6.7 0.3 40.7 5.6 9.9 32.0 3.9 20.8 22.7 0.6 12.2

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

�1ean weekly
14.0 13.0 11.9 10.0

temp.

TOTAL 255.5 1347.0 320.4 1365.3 478.1 1210.2 495.4



Table 4.7 (continued)

--

Co 11 ins Bay Chesterfield

(��ol1aston Lake) Ennadai Lake (Rankin Inlet) Baker Lake

Week
-

ppt , D.B.S.
-

D.B.S.
-

D.B.S.
-

D.B.S.x x ppt. x pot. x ppt .

ending (Oc) (mm) (hr)
.

(0 C) (mm) (hr) (Oc) (mm) (hr) (OC) (mm) (hr)

Nay 6 -3.9 10.4 51. 4 -13.3 1.5 -18.3 0.5 -18.9 2.3 62.9

May 13 3.9 T 48.6 -1. 1 -- -3.9 -- -5.0 .8 48.1

Hay 20 2.8 2.5 70.6 1.1 T -1. 7 T -2.2 T 70.2

May 27 8.9 -- 67.2 8.9 -- 0.6 -- 2.2 T 63.7

June 3 7.8 20.8 37.7 1.7 T -0.6 T 1 . 1 1.3 78.1

June 10 7.2 14.7 68.3 5.6 7. 1 2.2 3.3 4.4 T 75. 1

June 17 12.8 10.2 58.5 12.8
z

5.6 -- 10.0 -- 117.7--

0 0

June 24 15.6 23.6 82.5 13.9 T
e+

5.6 17.3
e+

ll. 7 7.6 79.�

July 1 15.0 19. 1 57.8 11.7 3.3
OJ

8.3 T
OJ

10.0 15.0 90.5
-....j

< < f'\..J

July 8 14.4 10.2 58.5 12.2 22.4
OJ

5.6 2.8
OJ

10.6 22.4 40.3...J, -"

July 15 16.7 48.0 33.8 15.6 31. 5
--J

11. 1 13.5
--'

12.8 12.5 82.1;.ll OJ

July 22 16.7 10.7 78.8 16. 1 9. 1
cr

13.9 6.6
0-

13.3 6. 1 75.8--' --'

July 29 15.0 20.3 55.3 15.0 46.0
CD

8.3 .8
CD

15.0 8.9 61. 1

August 5 17.8 -- 84.5 17.8 7.4 11. 1 T 16.7 1.8 71. 7

Auaust 12 15.0 8.6 47.6 12.2 21.8 8.9 26.4 11 .7 5.8 44.5

August 19 10.6 11.7 53.7 7.2 10.2 6. 7 3. 1 5.6 4.8 50.3

August 26 12.2 28.7 39.5 9.4 26.4 7.2 7. 1 7.8 3.8 48.5

Sept. 2 8.9 13.7 52.3 6.7 0.3 5.6 0.5 4.4 1.5 39.9

Sept. 9 5.6 8.4 34.5 3.3 ? ')

3.3 20. 1 2.8 9. 1 30.4I.....,J

Sept. 16 7.2 5.8 19.7 1.7 T 0.0 3. 1 -0.6 5. 1 16.4

Sept. 23 6. 1 9.9 31. 4 0.0 13.0 -1. 1 5.3 - 1 . 1 9.7 16.4

Sept. 30 -1.1 14.0 11.0 -5.0 7.4 -6. 1 13.0 -6.7 3. 1 18.2

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Mean weekly
9.8 7.0 3.3 4.8

temp.
TOTAL 291. 3 1143.2 198.0 111. 7 121 .6 1281. 3
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June 1974 - June is normally a wet month and June 1974 was no

exception: near normal rainfall occurred throughout the entire study

area. The last week in June was particularly wet in the southern

boreal forest region. Temperatures were near average except for the

N.W.T. where they were again 4-5°C above the long-term average.

They were initially low but there was a marked trend upward towards

the end of the month, a warming trend which coincided with wet weather

in most areas. Sunshine was also near average although the mean

wind-speed was l ower than usual.

L�et and consistently warm weather from June 19 to July 5

was significant in speeding up both larval development and

reproductive phases of most mosquito species. The influence of this

type of weather was particularly noticeable at �leyburn, Saskatoon,

t1acDowall and Prince Al bert National Park. At MacDowall and Prince

Albert National Park, about 50 mm of rain fell in the last week of

June, maintaining larval pools established from the heavy rains in

May.

July 1974 - The weather was notably warm and moist until about

the twenty-second, providing extremely favourable conditions for

mosquito production and survival. Most areas then changed toward

showers and cooler weather, though rain was very meagre at Heyburn.

The cool weather was associated with light winds although sunshine

levels remained remarkably high.

Augu�t 1974 -

Temperatures remained cool throughout the entire



region in August. The period from August 19 to 31 was particularly

cool, especially in southern and central portions of Saskatchewan.

Total rainfall at Baker Lake and Chesterfield Inlet was below normal.

However , south of Hollaston Lake it was cloudy and wet. Rain, often

associated with thunderstorms, fell on 17 days at Prince Albert and

Saskatoon and was 100-200% above average. Over 70 mm of rain fell on

August 9. In most areas of central and southern Saskatchewan

abnormally high rainfall maintained larval pools or produced new ones.

Nosquito abundance remained at fairly high levels in these areas.

Se..p.tembeA 7974 - From September 1-6 and during the last "leek in

September, rainstorms continued to move through the central portions

of the province. Over 30 mm fell at Prince Albert; the national park

received 37 mm but other areas received only light rainfall.

Temperatures throughout the entire study area rBnained cool ranging

from 3° below normal in the south to 4° below normal in the north. The

continued cool weather seriously curtailed mosquito activity throughout

the study area.

Ennada� Lake.. 1975 - Cool, dry conditions prevailed at this

station in 1975, the only locality where 1975 mosquito distribution

and abundance records were collected. Snow accumulation during the

preceding winter approached normal levels, producing numerous larval

poo 1 sin the spri ng. May and June mean weekl y temperatures were

several degrees lower than in 1974, although they paralleled the

long-term averages more closely than those in 1974. The last week in
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June and the first week in July were decidedly wanner (+6°C) than

1974 but subsequently cooler conditions again pr eva i l ed , well below

normal levels. With the exception of the first two weeks in June,

precipitation was also lower than in 1974 and, again, below the long

term average. Wind speeds were above average and above those levels

recorded in 1974. Winds over 15 kph were recorded for 60% of the

time.

4.4.2 Habitat preference

The mosquito fauna of a particular region depends upon a complex

of factors including rainfall, wind, soil type, acidity (pH) of water,

organic content of water, and the presence or absence of vegetation

near the breeding site. Vegetation appeared to be especially important

in the present study.

A wide variety of larval habitatsl were investigated through the

study area and were classified as follows:

(1) Semi-permanent snowmelt pools

(a) Open grass or sedge pools

(b) Wooded pools

(2) Temporary floodwater pools

(3) Permanent marshy pools

(4) Artificial pools

( 5) Roc k poo 1 s

IFor a more detailed description see Appendix B.
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Most pool types were found throughout the study area. The latter

habitat type, the rock pool, was confined to more northerly subarctic

and arctic areas.

Larvae of 24 species were found in the various habitat types,

(Table 4.8). Generally speaking, Aed� larvae and pupae developed

before the main growth of aquatic plants or in flood water pools

caused by rainfall during the summer. Culex, C�e;tcl and Anophet�

larvae were mainly found in July and August in those habitats which

contained water throughout the year. Although large in size, the

variation in vegetation comprising the latter habitat type was limited.

A comparison of the differences in species distribution among the

various habitats revealed that the most productive environment - the

semi-permanent, open grass pool
-

was dominated by A. -6penc.e!Lu,

A. 6lav �c.en-6, A. c.amp�� in the grassland area) A. 6J..tc.fUA_,

A. excnuc.cans and A. punc.-tOll. in the borea 1 forest and A. n;.gfL;p�,

A. punuofL and A. -<mp..{geJL on the tundra. Hith the exception of

A. hexodoVLtu..-6, many of the species found in this habitat were also

found in smaller numbers in open sedge habitats. The principal species

found in open grass or sedge pools were those frequently encountered

in the open as adults (see also Happold, 1965a).

A. c.ommuni-6 was often the most numerous species in forest pools.

A. P-tovUp/�, A. pu.nc.-tofL and smaller numbers of other species

were often encountered in forest pools as well. A. eaJtlu,



Table 4.8 Mosquito species breeding in the study area, showin� habitat distribution

--

Semi -permanent
snowmelt Qools

Temporary
Permanent l3a re rock poe 1 s

Open- Open- floodwater
marshy �ools Artificial With Without

grass sedge t�ooded pools Grass Sedge pools veqeta ti on vegetation

A • .6pe.nc.e.JvU. A A

A. Mave..6c.e.M A C

A. dOMaw C C C

A. eudes C C

A. c.ampe..6� A C C

A. 6Uc.tui A

A. c.ommun-L6 A

A. c.caaphljUa C

A. P,[OMp.6 C
"'-J

"'-J

A. di.a: Itae.u.6 R

A. ,[mpUc.cUu.6 R R

A. punc.toJt A C A C C R

A. he.x..odontu.6 C A C C R

A. ve.x..aVL.6 C A

A. une.Jte.U.6 C C R

A. canadens-is C

A • e.x c.lU.1c.,[aVL.6 A C C

A. )t,[pM-tU.6 R

A. M9Jt,{_p es A C C C R

A. ,[mp,[g e.Jt A C R

A. Jte.mpe.U C C

A. e.aJttu C

C. ,[noJtllcaa C A C A

C. tCLMCLW C C C

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

TOTAL 15 7 " 6 7 5 1 5

A = abundant; C =

common; R = ra re
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C. ,{_)WJWWl and C. :tcV'l,ocd__w were found in more perma nen t \'fa ter such

as along the margins of lakes. C. ,ulOJtnata., however, bred abundantly

in artificial pools formed when stagnant water collected at the bottom

of roadside culverts. These culverts served as excellent breeding and

resting sites for this species, often supporting a huge population.

The most abundant species of mosquitoes in a given area were

often found in many breeding locations, (Tables 4.4,4.8). The

remaining species were more restricted in their habitats; this may

be one of the reasons Vlhy they were less common.

4.4.3 Predators

More than eight species of aquatic animals associated with

mosquito larvae were collected during this study (Table 4.9). Most

of the species had a wide distribution throughout the study area

and some were effective predators of mosquito larvae, notably

Dytiscidae, Hydrophilidae, Limnephilidae and Odonata species. In the

spring, however, when Ae.dv.:. larvae were abundant these animals rarely

attained the numbers of the mosquito larvae.

During the course of the work at Rankin Inlet, N.W.T. in 1974,

mermithid worms (Class: f.lematoda) were found to infect some species

of Ae.dv.:. larvae. Of the 319 A. MgJt,{_pu, larvae, 22% were infected

with the worms, and of the 25 A. hnp,{_ge.Jt larvae 8% were infected. The

mermithid attacks were fatal to the mosquito larvae, so the percentages

represent the minimal estimates of infection in the larval populations.
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Table 4.9 List of predators found in mosquito larvae collections in

the study area

SCIENTIFIC NAME COt1MON NAME

INSECTS

Odonata

Aeshnidae

Agrionidae

(Dragonflies and Damselflies)

Darners

Broadwinged damselflies

Hemiptera

Cori xi dae

Notonectidae

Hydrometri dae

(True Bugs)

Water boatmen

Back swimmers

Hater measurers

Trichoptera

Limnephilidae

(Caddi sf l i es)

Northern caddisflies

Co 1 eoptera

Dytiscidae

Hydrophilidae

(Beetles)

Predaceous diving beetles

Water scavenger beetles

Di ptera

Culicidae

Di xi dae

(Fl i es)

Mosquitoes (Moc.h1.onyx spp.)

Di xi d mi dges

NEMATODES

Nemathelminthes

Mermithoidae

(Nematode worms)

Mermithid worms
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4.5 FORECASTING DISTRIBUTION AND ABUNDANCE

Accurate prediction of adult insect emergence depends on the

variation that may be expected, (1) in assessment of effects of

environmental factors on rate of development, and (2) in

measurement of meteoro 1 ogi cal and edaphi c factors tha tare known to

influence rate of development. In the case of mosquitoes, the

effect of atmospheric temperature conditions on breeding pools can

be additively compiled from day to day to indicate from established

thermometabolic cycles the expected time of appearance for a given

species (see for example, Haufe and Burgess, 1956).

Applying the above method to this study, maximum and minimum

air temperatures were used in correlations between pool temperature

and meteorological conditions. The daily averages of the maximum

and minimum air temperatures were correlated with the daily average

temperatures of the water in an exposed mosquito pool at Ennadai

Lake, N.W.T. for 19 consecutive days during a normal period of

mosquito development (June 21 -

July 9, 1975). Air temperatures were

recorded as Stevenson screen values, 1.2 m from the ground; the

temperatures of the pool were recorded as the daily average

temperature taken at a depth of 2 cm below the surface of the water

in the deepest part of the pool. The pool, an open-grassy type, ...ras

situated on the south side of an esker and had a coarse, gravelly

substrate. Mosquito species present included A. excnu���� and

A. hexodoll;t.u;�. The above procedure provided 19 pool temperatures for

correlation with air temperature over the study period. The
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regression for this correlation is shown in combination with the dot

chart in Fig. 4.11. The coefficient of correlation between

temperatures of the pool and air temperatures was 0.84, with a

standard error of regression of ±2.46.

From the known thermal constants and lower thresholds of

development of the two mosquito species (Table 4.10) the total

number of IIdegree-daysll above the threshold for each species were

compiled. The results are shown in Table 4.11. Assuming that

embryonic development began for both species on June 2, 1975 (this

represents the date when the ice had completely left the surface of

the pool), and that the sum of the total number of "deqr'ee-days
"

must

be equal to or greater than the thermal constant for each species

before adult emergence occurs, then the date of the first emergence

of A. excnucian« waul d be expected on June 30, 1975 and that of

A. hexodontu� on June 23, 1975 (Table 4.11). These are the dates

when the total number of degree-days achieved in the pool, surpassed

the thermal constants of the two species (228.5 for A. excJ1..UC��

and 105.3 for A. hexodo�). Collections of larvae, pupae and

emerging adults from the pool revealed that the actual date of the

first emergence of A. eXcJ1..uc�n6 was July 2, 1975 (a difference of

two days from the predicted date) and that of A. hexodonx.u� It/as

June '25, 1975 (a difference of two days from the predicted date).
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breeding pool, Ennadai Lake.
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Table 4.10 Thermal constants and l ower thresholds of

development of Aede� mosquitoes at Churchill,
t1anitoba (Haufe and Burgess, 1956)

Species

Therma 1

constant

(OC x days)

Lower

threshold of

development
°C

A. -Unpig eA 150. 1 l.1

A. nigJUpe.-6 150. 1 l.l

A. punc..tolt 127.7 3.4

A. c.ommunA_� 161. 3 3.4

A. hexodoYLM 105.3 7.3

A. piOMP� 217.3 3.9

A. exc.Jtu.uaYL� 228.5 4.5

A. 6.tave.-6 c.eM 228.5 4.5

A. c.ampe.-6� 161. 3 3.4

A. c.tYLVteu..o 127.7 3.4

[Note that the tundra species of mosquito (A. impige/t and

A. "ugJUpe..6) have lm'/er thresholds of development

approximately 1.1°C; the forest species (A. c.ommu�, A.

punc.,tolt, A. exc.Jtuc..{_a�) have a range of 3.4-4.5°C]
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Table 4.11 Calculation of "degree-days" above developmental threshold

for A. eXc.fW..c.-taIM and A. hexcdcntu», from breeding pool temperatures
at Ennadai Lake, N.W.T.

Date

lvlean

daily air

temp. (x)

t�ean

daily pool

temp. (y)

Degrees above

threshold (4.5°
A • ex c.JW. M.a.!lh )

Degrees above

threshold (7.3°
A. hexodon;tuh)

June

-3-

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

�
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

3.9

6. 1

3.9

4.4

6.1

10.6

10.6

9.4

10.0

7.2

6. 1

2.8

3.9

5.0

7.8

10.0

12.2

13.3

14.4

10.0

9.4

16. 1

18.3

13.3

11 .7

10.6

14.4

11 .7

10.0*

11 . 1

10.0

10.6

11 • 1

13.9

13.9

13.3

13.3

11 • 7

11 • 1

9.4

10.0

10.6

12.2

13.3

14.4

15.6

18.3

15.6

12.8

18.3

17.8

16.7

15.6

13.3

15.0

13.3

5.5\

6.6 1

5.5

6. 1

6.6

9.4

9.4

8.8

8.8

7. 2

6.6

4.9

l
�: � /

237.4

7. 7
.

8.8

9.9

11 . 1

13.8

11. 1

8.3

13.8

13.3

12.2

J
11. 1

8.8

1�.� predicted first
.

"""____emergence

9.9 actual first

13.� emergence

15.5

11.6

9.9

9.9

9.9

5.5

7.2

2. S\
3.91
2.&

3.4

3.9

6.7

6.7

6.1

6.1

4.5

3.9 105.4

2.2

2.8

3.4

5.0

6.1

7.2

8.4,

11 . 1 I

�:��edicted firs

11.1
emergence

10.6�tua1 first

9.5 emergence

8.4

6. 1

7.8

6.1

7.2

10.6

12.8

8.9

7.2

7.2

7.2

2.8

4.5

13.3

18.9

21. 1

16. 1

13.3

13.9

7.8

7.2

10.0

14.4

17.8

20.0

16 .1

14.4

14.4

14.4

10.0

11.7

*llumbers in italics are estimates based on the regression equation

y
= 28.2 + 0.56x.
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CHAPTER 5

nrscussron

5.1 GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION AND ABUNDANCE OF MOSQUITOES

The distribution records of mosquito species obtained in this

study indicate that they may be divided into groups each associated

with a particular type of ecological region (Fig. 5.1).

By far the largest group in the study area consisted of Boreal

forest species. The group included: A. c.anadeno--L6, A. c.amphqUa,

A. uneJteu;." A. c.ommurU-o, A. diunraeu«, A. eudes
,

A. e.xcJu1uan.6,

A. n-uc.{U)_, A. "tmpUc.aw.6, A. p�o vvi.[J.6, A. pun.c..tOft, A. Jt,{p�,

A • .6umc.u;." A • .6timui.an.6, C. ctl.a.6futeM--L6 and C. ,{mpatiel'v�.

This is consistent with Vockeroth (1954a), who states that his

group extends across northern Canada in the forested areas, and reaches

down into the United States in both the east and the west. The exact

distribution and relative abundance of these species varied greatly.

A. diantaeu» A • .<.mpUc.atuJ." A. �p� and A . .6t.{mcdano were

rare of comparatively rare everYVlhere; A. c.a.ta.phqLea was abundant along

the southern edge of the fores ts; A. eudes, A. exc.JtLtWVL6 and A. 6ac.w

were widespread and abundant in the south and central portions of the

Boreal area, with only A. exc.Jtu��� occurring as far north as the

treeline. A. c.ommun."Lo and A. pun.ctOft were common throughout the entire

regidn.
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TUNDRA

A. he.xodontM
A. -Unpig eJt

A. nigJUpe..6
A.punc.-toJt
A. Jtempe.u

c.anade.M..{A

c.a-taphU&
cine.Jte.ll.I.l

c.ommWl..{A

dian,ta.e.M

e.ude.-6

e.xCJw.c.-Uut-6

nUc.W

imp.u.c.�

pionJ..p-6
punc.-toJt

JtipaJtill.l.l
-6tJ_wc.ll.I.l

-6.timu.£a.M

a1.a.o k.aw.6..{A

impatie.M

GRASSLNID

A. c.ampe..6tJz...iA
A. dOMa1.i.6

A. niav e.-6 c.e.M

A. nigftomac.u.li.6

A. .6 pe.nc.e.w

A. ve.Xan.6

C. Lnonsuu:«

C. taM�

A. e.an-e
.

FIG 5.1

REGIONAL DISTRIBUTION

OF' MOSQUITOES

IN THE STUDY AREA

SCALE I: 2000000
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Four species (A. 6.f.aVUc.eM, A. c.ampe.ls.tJr_�, A. dOMctL0s and

A. Vex.aM) were found in great numbers in the grassland area and

Occurred in small numbers and at varying distances into the forested

regions. The remaining grassland species, of which C. �no�lwUa,

C. :taMa.LL6, A. eMfei, A. Mg�omac.u.w and A . .6pe.I1c.�il were the

most common, were largely confined to the grassland area.

Four species may be considered Arctic, and were the most abundant

mosquitoes of most of the northern tundra. A. Mg«pv.:, was truly

Arctic and did not appear to breed south of the treeline. The

exceptions are certain coastal localities and in the Rocky Mountains

of Alberta, British Columbia and the United States (Freeman, 1952a;

Vockeroth, 1954a). Ae.du hexodowtiis
, pU.HC.tO� and �.mp)_geJt ranged

throughout the Arctic, but were most abundant just north of the treeline.

Hith the exception of A. pu.n.c.to� whi ch ranged quite far south, they

also occurred a short distance south of the treeline.

Two species did not fall into any of these groups. A. ���1atu.6

had a peculiar discontinuous distribution in the study area, being

reported from two localities, Regina and Wollaston Lake. Its

distribution in eastern North America is likewise as discontinuous

(Carpenter and LaCasse, 1955). A. �empe.U is known from only five

localities, two north and the other three south of the treeline.

5.2 SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION AND ABUNDANCE OF r�OSQUITOES

Some species have only one generation in a season, while others

have two or more. The eggs of certain species require stimuli such as
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freezing or high temperatures before they will hatch; in the case of

others, some of the eggs will not hatch at the first submergence in

water (McLintock, 1944; Rempel, 1953). As a result it was found that

in many habitats, particularly those of a permanent or semipermanent

nature, there was a succession of species in the course of a season.

The first species to appear in a pool was not always the first to

disappear; there was an overlap of generations, and this was reflected

in an adult population of an area.

The studies on seasonal distribution and abundance revealed

several interesting features throughout the entire study area. First,

the total population fluctuated during the summer months, and these

fluctuations were not constant in time, number, and amplitude from one

location to the next. Second, some of the peaks of abundance of

individual or groups of species coincided with the peaks of the total

population (Fig. 5.2). For example, in all locations the first

population peak represented mainly the black-legged univoltine (only

one generation a year) species. CommWl� group species - A. �pig�,

A. nigruipeA, A. pun�to�, A. �ommuni� and A. �ren�e�
- were typical

examples. The second peak represented the residue of this population

plus the peak populations of the S�uf.an� or VOMa.LW grouo of Aedu

and dominant species of the other genera, (mainly C. il1o@a.ta,

C. tc�a£i� and A. eanlei). Finally, a third peak arose when second

generations of the multivoltine (one to several generations a year)

species began to appear, and were added to the now dwindling
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Grassland - 1st. peak (A. spencerii), 2nd peak (A. dorsaZis�
A. campestris� A. fZavescens� C. inornata), 3rd peak

(C. inornata� C. tarsaZis� A. vexans)
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Boreal Forest - 1st peak (A. communis� A. cataphyZZa), 2nd peak

(A. fitchii� A. eudes� A. excrucians� A. punctor� A. pionips�
A. canadensis� A. cinereus), 3rd peak (largely nonexistent)

10
+

Tundra - 1st peak (A. nigripes� A. impiger� A. punctor�
A. hexodontus), 2nd and 3rd peaks (nonexistent)

Fi gure 5.2 Composition of peak levels of mosquito abundance for the

three main ecological regions in the study area.
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populations. A major component of the third peak was those univo1tine

species whose eggs did not hatch in the spring but did so when

sufficient flooding took place later in the summer. In 1974-75, the

third peak was small or nonexistent in most localities, probably due

to below-normal summer temperatures throughout the study area.

The reason for this seasonal occurre�ce of different species or

groups of species is not clear. Seasonal distribution and abundance

may be influenced by the degree of cold resistance of the various

species. While pronounced cold resistance characterizes all northern

mosquito species, specific differences in the degree of cold tolerance

significantly distinquish the less adapted stages in both the

univoltine and multivoltine life cycles. For example, the Ae.de..o

found in the study area can be arranged naturally in serial order

based on water temperatures typical for a critical advance in stage:

(1) temperatures at which the eggs hatch; (2) temperatures

characteristic of optimum development; (3) the seasonal order of

appearance of the species as adults (Table 5.1). Whether the criteria

used be (1), (2) or (3), the resulting arranqement is practically the

same. Larvae of the earliest species precede the latest in the study

area by two months. Larvae of all forms manifesting the multivoltine

cycle presumably never tolerate cold as well as any of the univoltine

Ae.de..o, and larval cold tolerance and seasonal emerqence are thus

closely bound up with the life cycle type.
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Table 5.1 Seasonal occurrence of adult A�d�� soecies in the study
area. Dates are based on first aopearance of adults.

Grassland and Boreal Forest Reqions

Late Ma�
-

Earl� June

c.a;taphyLe.a

�p�nc.�JU.)_

impUc.cdu.f.,

dOMaw

c.amp���

c.ommu¥U.-6

Mid June - Late June

n{av��c.�I1�

�ud�

n-Uc.lli

exc.Ju.{.c._,{_al1�

PlO1.e-{:Ofl

�timu.{aJ1�

JUpafliu.�

c.a.nad�M�

UI1�fl�M

Tundra Region

Late May - Early June Mid June - Late June

MgJUp��

imp_,{_g�

PUI1C.:tOfl

h�x.odoJ1M

*Ennadai Lake, N.W.T. only.

Early July - Mid July

v�x.aM

Mgflomac.uw

Early July - Mid July

tr.�mp�U

c.a:taphylia*
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5.2.1 Daily fluctuations in abundance

Temperature has been found to affect mosquito distribution and

abundance on a daily basis. The histograms of mosquito activity

illustrated in Fig. 4.8, generally follow the changes in relative

humi di ty duri ng the dayl i ght hours and there was an inverse

correlation with temperature. In a similar experiment in north-

eastern Alberta, Happold (1965b) has shown that when the weather is

cloudy and humid during the daylight hours mosquito activity remains

at almost the same level throughout the daylight hours. A cloudy,

humid day produces relatively constant relative humidities and

temperatures, and only a small variation in mosquito activity. The same

phenomenon was observed in densely wooded habitat, where relatively

cons tant humi dity and temperature 1 eve 1 s combi ned to s timula te

activity during the daylight hours.

5.3 SPECIES DIVERSITY, DOMINANCE AND RELATIVE ABUNDANCE

The results indicate that in a given ecological community,

mosquito species diversity could be adequately described by merely

counting the number of species present; i.e., their relative abundances

as measured by the evenness index (�) could be disregarded. Therefore,

we can conclude that the factors which regulate mosquito species

diversity do so by determining the number of species which can co-exist

in a given habitat. Hypotheses as to the causes of diversity have been

rev iewed by Pielou (1966) and only one will be considered here.

MacArthur and MacArthur (1961) showed that in temperate regions

the diversity of many organisms can be correlated to foliage
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diversity. That is, diversity increases with the number of layers in

the vegetation and with the evenness of foliage apportionment among

the layers. Applying this relationship to the data in Table 4.5, we

find that tundra and grasslands (one-layered) are less diverse than

shrublands or aspen groves (essentially two-layered); coniferous

forests (up to three-layered) often have somewhat sparse shrub and

herbaceous layers and therefore have diversities in between those of

two-layered and other forested (three-layered) communities. Therefore,

it is possible that foliage diversity determines the number of

available niches (at least in the physical sense) and thus the number

of mosquito species which can co-exist within a given ecological

community.

t�hile foliage diversity may explain the correlation of species

richness to diversity in temperate communities, it is still not clear

why the species relative abundance component as measured by the

evenness index (Table 4.5), remained so stable from community to

community.

Most insects (including mosquitoes) are generally considered to

be "opportunistic" (r1acArthur, 1964); i.e. a given species can reproduce

quickly and become extremely abundant when conditions are favourable.

Since their environment is characterized by relatively high climate

variaQility, a species can only achieve high numbers temporarily, and

equilibrium numbers only exist as long-term averages taken over

several generations or throughout the entire season. Therefore, a
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number of mosquito samples taken either at different times or in

different communities is likely to have highly variable species

abundance distributions. The fact that this was not the case in the

present study indicates two possible explanations. (1) The samples

taken in each ecological zone were large enough and taken over an

adequate time frame, to represent long-term "average" or

equilibrium populations. (2) Individual mosquito species may not be

as "opportunistic" as was previously assumed. They may represent

"equil ibrium" species whose physical environment and resources are

relatively stable from one generation to the next, and whose densities

are partly determined by territoriality and behaviour (see MacArthur,

1964). The more northerly univoltine aedines, for example, appeared

to lay the same number of eggs for both 1974 and 1975 and their

numbers were at equilibrium from one generation to the next. The

result is that in most mosquito communities the available species

partition the habitat in a characteristic way, and a series of samples

from the same or from different localities will yield similar

distributions of species abundance.

5.4 ENVIRONr�ENTAL FACTORS LIMITING THE DISTRIBUTION AND ABUNDANCE OF

MOSQUITOES

5.4.1 Weather and climate in relation to distribution and abundance

Although many factors may contribute toward the distribution and

abundance of the mosquito population in a region, none are more
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important than the limitations imposed by certain climatic variables -

namely, temperature and moisture. Since the larvae are aquatic it

follows that precipitation will be an important factor. However, a

correlation between total rainfall and mosquito abundance does not

necessarily follow. Water availability is the critical key to

moisture effects on mosquitoes. The amount of available or standing

water is the difference between th2 amount of precipitation and

evaporation. In the grassland area, if the land is dry, the water

from melting snow or rain will be soaked up so quickly that little

will be left in depressions. Again, if the precipitation falls in

the form of a slow prolonged drizzle, little water wi l l accumulate.

If a rain is followed by strong warm winds , evaporation will quickly

dispose of the water in shallow places bringing all breeding to an

end. �10reover, it has been found repeatedly that maximum mosquito

development takes place when the habitat has been subjected to

alternate drying and flooding (Rempel, 1953; Brust and Costello,

1969). It is well established that not all eggs hatch at the first

flooding; only alternate drying and flooding assures the hatching of

the remainder.

Hater availability as a factor in mosquito development is more

stable in extreme northern areas. The effect of evaporation is not

as gre·at as in southern areas. Furthermore, many larval pools are

underlain with permafrost, making water drainage difficult. As a

result, many pools are maintained at relatively constant levels
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throughout the summer season.

The life-histories of the species have a bearing on the

effectiveness of such meteorological controls as well. The mosquitoes

of the study area belon0 to seven different genera but only four of

these can be considered as common or abundant. Among the four genera

there are three different types of life cycle each affected in

different \<Jays by temperature and precipitation. These life cycles

have been described in detail by McLintock et. al. (1966) and will

only be briefly mentioned here. All species of Anop{Hde..o, Cu1.e.x, and

Cuwe;ta have a life cycle in which generation follows generation all

summer (obligatorily multivoltine). These mosQuitoes all lay floating

eggs on water and their embryonic development is continuous from the

moment the eggs are laid. r�embers of these three genera overwinter as

adult females. They lay their eggs on the more permanent or semi

permanent types of surface water such as sloughs, ponds, seepage from

irrigation canals, flooded hoof prints of livestock, flooded roadside

ditches, and a variety of artificial containers (see Table 4.8). The

abundance of these species in a season depends mainly on temperature

which governs the rate of ovarian, embryonic, larval, and pupal

development and consequently the number of generations; but the

favourable range of temperatures is different for different species.

Rainfall has only an indirect effect on these multivoltine species in

maintaining water levels and prolonging the persistance of semi

permanent pools; it is possible for these species to be abundant during
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a comparatively dry summer (McLintock and Rempel, 1963).

The species of Aede4, the most numerous throughout the entire

study area, have a radically different life cycle which in turn depends

on a completely different set of climatic variables. These species all

overwinter in the egg stage but differ in the response of eggs to

flooding and temperature. Most of these species lay their eggs on the

wet mud at the edges of pools formed by rain and melting snow, In one

group of species the eggs go into diapause soon after being laid and

will not hatch, when flooded, until they have been subjected to a

period of conditioning at low tempertures. These species have only

one generation per year (obligatorily univoltine), their eggs do not

hatch until the following or some subsequent year to that in which

they were laid. The abundance of these species depends directly on

precipitation, and temperature serves only to retard or hasten their

development. These species occur as explosive but short-lived

outbreaks in the spring or following heavy rains during the summer.

Aed� of the second group are more adaptable in their life cycle.

They are basically multivoltine but if weather conditions are

unfavourable they can become univoltine (facultatively univoltine).

Like the first group of Aed�, they lay their eggs on the mud at the

edges of pools and the egg deposits parallel the edges of the water

bodies. Immediately after egg-laying, the embryonic development of

an egg proceeds to completion. If at the time embryonic development is

complete, the eggs are submerged in water by heavy or persistent rains,

they will hatch but if the pool has been drying and the location of the
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eggs has dri ed by the time ernbryon i c development is complete � then

the embryos go into diapause and will not hatch until after a period

of conditioning at low temperatures. This� of course� will be in the

following or some subsequent year. In a dry summer these species will

be scarce. In a summer with sufficient rain to increase water levels

these species will be abundant but will reach their greatest abundance

in a hot, wet surrmer (r>1cLintock et. a1., 1966).

When the collecting started in late May - early June 1974,

mosquitoes were not sufficiently abundant to be annoying. Univoltine

Aed� species were the most abundant mosquitoes and the multivoltine

A. dotu..aw and overwi ntered females of Cuwem speci es were also

present.

The cool Hay weather in the southern part of the study area

moderated by June 19, and showery and consistently warm weather was

probably significant in speeding up mosquito development throughout

the entire area. The influence was particularly noticeable at

Prince Albert National Park and MacDowall. In all areas, however,

conditions appeared optimal for the production and survival of

mosquitoes.

In July, the weather was notably warm until July 22. This was

again favourable for mosquito production and survival; the numbers of

mosquitoes trapped gradually increased with the univoltine AedC6 still

predominating in most areas. Between July 1 and 8 a more rapid increase
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in the multivoltine species in the grassland and for the remainder of

the season they dominated. all the catches in this area. c. i.nonsiara:

was the predominant multivoltine species. Increasing numbers of

c. �� began to have a noticeuble effect on the size of the

catches during the latter half of July. The univoltine A�d� also

continued to increase in numbers but at a much slower rate and both

groups reached their summer peaks between June 24 and August 5

depending on location. In the N.W.T. maximum mosquito abundance was

reached on July 8; all species were univoltine in habit.

In August, decline in mosquito numbers followed the decrease in

mean weekly temperatures. In the southern boreal forest, however ,

abnormally high rainfall maintained larval pools or created new ones.

Al though temperatures were low, there were sti 11 hID peri ods in the

second half of the month when temperature means were occasionally

above normal. In thi s area, between Pri nce Albert Na ti ona 1 Park and

Saskatoon, mosquito abunda�ce remained at a relatively high level

compared to other locations in the study area. Continued cool

weather in September seriously curtailed all mosquito activity

throughout the study area.

Weather factors considered favourable for promoting mosquito

development during May, June, July and August, 1974, are summarized

in Fig. 5.3. With the below-normal temperatures and above-normal rains,

we could have expected the univoltine A�d�� to be more abundant than

the multivoltine species in the total catches of such a season.
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Figure 5.3 Estimated influence of temperature and rainfall on breeding of mosquitoes in

the study area 1975 (after Fraser and Brust, 1976).
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Undoubtedly this was the case in northern areas but Table 4.1 indicates

that was not the case in southern Saskatchewan in the summer of 1974.

This suggests that in southern Saskatchewan� temperatures below the

meteoro 1 ogi ca 1 normals for the summer were adequate for rani d

development of some multivoltine species. This had particular

application to C. ,ulOJr.JlcU:cL� a species known to be tolerant of low

temperatures in the laboratorY and in the field (McLintock, 1952;

McLintock and Rempel� 1963) and belonging to a genus in which tolerance

to low temperatures appears to be characteristic.

It is also likely that the relative numbers of mosquitoes each

year are determined by the number of eggs available for hatching and

the amount of snowfall during the previous winter. The number of eggs

that hatch in the spring is partly deoendent on the extent and

distribution of breeding pools. If pools are widespread� numerous

eggs will be wetted and immersed, and a larger adult pooulation will

follow. After several years of small snowfall (and small pools,

poorly distributed), there may be an accumulation of eggs in regions

which were not flooded in these years; a heavy snowfall will then

result in a large population the following, summer. A similar

suggestion was made by Rempel (1953) to explain the very large numbers

of prairie mosquitoes which occur in some years. The large snowfall

in papts of the study area in 1973-l974� combined with large amounts

of summer rainfall, was followed by a large mosquito oopulation in 1974,

about twice that found in 1975. The snowfall in the precedin9 winter
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may be the most important single factor regulating the initial size of

the mosquito population.

5.4.2 Habitat preference

The studies on the larvae showed that each species had a

preference for particular habitats, but since the distinction between

these habitats was often not great (temporary floodwater pools in

grassy ditches or ooen-grass sloughs, for example), most species were

found in more than one habitat type. r�one of the species encountered

in 1974-75 showed a preference as distinct as that of A. ncrnpeii,

which only developed in stenothermal rock-crevice pools in the arctic.

The study showed that larvae of certain mosQuito sp�cies could, in

fact, develop in a wide range of water conditions. This suggests that

the preferences as found in nature are due to the selection of the

habitat by the adult female mosQuito. This is in accordance with the

findings of other researchers, most notably Happold (1965a), Osgood

(1971) and Dixon and Brust (1972). Happold (1965a) hypothesized that

since the larvae of several species are found together in pools of

water ,
the females of certain species must react in a similar manner

to the same environmental variables. Similarly, in those species

whose larvae occur in a wide variety of habitats, females must be

stimul a ted to 1 ay by a wi de vari ety of en vi ronmenta 1 va ri ab les. If

the species in the study area all required specialized habitats, the

environment would probably not be able to support so many soecies. It

It/as apparent also that the commonest species had a wi de r ranee of
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habitats than the less common species.

5.4.3 Predators

Predation and parasitism are said to be important factors in

limiting the numbers of mosquito larvae, but with regard to the

mosquitoes in the study area at least, there was little evidence to

support this. AedeA larvae were generally the only aquatic animals

present in pools between egg hatching and the emergence of adults, so

predators could not be considered a limiting factor. The works of

Ba l dwi n et. al. (1955), James (1961) and Happold (1965a), have shown

that many insect predators do prey on mosquito larvae. However, the

predators studied are often dependent upon more permanent water for

development, where relatively few AedeA larvae occur.

Parasites may be more effective than predators in controlling

mosquito larvae, especially those that have an egg stage or a spore

stage that can survive the drying of temporary pools and \IIhose life

cycle can be synchronized with that of the mosquito. Mermithid

nematodes were the most effective parasites of mosquito larvae in the

study area. Fairly high levels of natural parasitism were recorded

from about 50% of the pools studied at Rankin Inlet, N.W.T. in 1974.

The life cycle of the nematode appeared to be well synchronized with

that of the two affected species, A. �UgtUp(!_,6 and A. -Unp-igeJt.

<The study by Shemanchuk (1978), of the fungus Co�omomyQeb

p�oJtophoJtae found in C�e;ta il1oJtl1a:ta. at Lethbridge, Alberta is also

encouraging. He found fairly high levels of infection, and larval
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mortalities of up to 80% in some breeding pools. On a wider

geographic scale, however, this cannot be considered a limiting

factor by itself.

5.5 FORECASTING DISTRIBUTION AND ABUNDANCE

Any useful method for predicting the period of mosquito

development on the basis of weather conditions is practical only if

it depends on weather factors that are normally recorded at weather

stations. This study demonstrates the necessity of continuous records

as opposed to spot readings of meteorological variables for any

mathematical models which attempt to predict mosquito occurrence.

It also indicates that the temperature conditions of a breeding pool

are dependent largely on weather factors, but they are influenced also

by edaphic or topographic factors.

Edaphic factors cannot be neglected in the study of mosquito

deve 1 opment, espec ia lly when rates of development are compared for

different geographical areas. The effects of weather and climate are

modified continually by subsoil temperatures to a degree that varies

with site, elevation and geographic location. The site and substrate

structure of the study pool at Ennadai Lake, for example, was that of

a pool underlain with coarse gravel on the south facing slope of an

esker. Temperatures in this pool often exceeded 25°C in the daytime,

a situation radically different from more sheltered, wooded pools where

daytime temperatures would only reach 18-20°C. The differences between

the two pool types had important consequences for the different types
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of mosquitoes developing in them. A. ex.CJillUaI1.6, for example, had

relatively large temperature require�ents for development (see

Table 4.10), and was a dominant woodland species with the larvae

being frequently collected from open woodland pools of the sedge or

grass type. However, it was able to extend its range into the tundra

areas by breeding in open pools, exposed to the warming rays of the

sun. It is apparent, therefore, that any attempt to forecast

distribution and abundance of mosquitoes must take into account the

variability of micro-environmental factors in relation to mosquito

habitat. This is important because some species might choose a site

that is suitable for development on a micro-environmental level, even

though this site is located within a developmentally unsuited macro

environment.
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Chapter 6

CONCLUSION

During the spring and summer months of 1974 and 1975, mosquitoes

were collected from eight locations considered representative of three

distinct ecological zones in Saskatchewan and Keewatin District, N.�J.T.

- the grasslands, the boreal forest, and the tundra. Thirty-five

species of mosquitoes were collected comprising 25 species of AedV:J,

six of Cu.,U�e.m, two of Cuiex, one of Anoptlei.eJ.l and one of Ma.MOvUa..

Each ecological zone had a characteristic group of mosquito

species within it, wi th several species predominating. There was a

general decrease in the number of species as one went north. The area

found to have the highest diversity of mosquito species was the aspen

grove-mixed wood area wher-e a wi de variety of grassland and boreal

forest species "Jere found. In a given ecological zone, the diversity

of the mosquito population could be adequately described by merely

counting the number of species present.

The sequence of appearance of larvae and adult mosquitoes varied

throughout the three ecological zones. In southern areas there was a

marked succession of species with several generations of individual

species. In northern wooded areas and on the tundra there was usually

one great emergence of species with only one generation per year.

�

Correlations of life cycle type (univoltine-multivoltine) wi th

seasonal occurrence and geographic distribution were also noted. There

was a decrease in the number of multivoltine species as one went
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northward in the study area. Only cold-tolerant species possessing the

univoltine life cycle were able to succeed in extreme northern areas.

Similarly, there was correlation of habitats with type of life cycle.

The species belonging to the univoltine cycle bred in temporary we ter s

or the drying margins of semi-permanent waters. The earlier species

developed in snow me l t-wa ter or similar flood-water pools. The later

species required water which persisted longer. Species with a multi

vol tine cycle occurred only in permanent waters or the most persistent

residual pools of the semi-permanent type. The most abundant

multivoltine or univoltine species were found in those habitats having

the widest geographic distribution and possessing a range of

environmental conditions.

The environmental conditions of the mosquito habitat affected

species distribution and abundance in the following ways: (1) the rate

of snow melt in the spring and the amount of snow or rain determined

the date and the extent of egg-hatching. The nature and the extent of

the moisture in the breeding pools was of particular importance to the

univoltine species; (2) the temperature of the water and air determined

the rate of development of the eggs, larvae and pupae, the rate of

ovarian development in the adult females and the general level of

acitivity in adults. In a cold year, such as 1974 or 1975, the period

between the first and last emergence of adults was prolonged. This had

a particular effect on the multivoltine species, where the number of

generations per season and the 1 evel of activity in the adul ts ""/ere
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reduced; (3) the fact that the larvae of many mosquito species could

develop in a wide range of water conditions and habitat types suggests

that much of the pattern of larvae distribution was due to the

selection of the habitat by the adult female mosquito. This

suggestion is further reinforced by the fact that the production of

mosquitoes occurred in only a small number of available pools. Many

pools, essentially the same with respect to physical parameters such

as temperature, moisture, nutrient status, pH, etc., were left

unoccupi ed by mosquitoes; (4) predati on was not as effective as

parasitism in limiting mosquito distribution or abundance. On a local

scale, parasites like the mermithid nematodes were very effective in

limiting mosquito numbers. On a wider geographic scale, however,

predation or parasitism could not be considered limiting factors by

themselves.

It was possible to use much of the foregoing information to

forecast mosquito abundance and distribution, especially on a local

scale. From known developmental periods, it was possible to predict

the expected time of occurrence of two species by adding up the number

of heat units or "degree-days" available to these species in a given

year. Furthermore, a species such as A. e.XCJI.uc.iaM was able to extend

its geographical range into an area with an unfavourable macro-climate

provided that a habitat existed where the minimum thermal requirements

were available for completion of development of that species.
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APPErJDIX A

Notes on the species.

Ae.de.-6 C.a.nlpe.-6:t.J-tM Oyar and Knab - This soecies was common to the

dry grassland region where it has been reported to have a wide

distribution (Rempel, 1953; McLintocK, unpubl.); it is found sparingly

as far north as the treeline (Vockeroth, 1954). It has been taken at

Whitehorse, Y.T. and Churchill, Manitoba, in moderate numbers but,

despite intensive collecting, it has not been found in the region

between these points. In the present study area it has been recorded

as far north as Prince Albert National Park.

The larvae were found in alkaline, semi-oermanent or

permanent pools, rich in orqanic �atter. The pools usually had mud and

grass bottoms with roadside ditches being a favoured habitat. For this

reason the species may be restricted in overall distribution although

extremely abundant in a particular area. There appears to be only one

generation a year.

Ae.de..o c.ctvLade.I1.6i.6 (Theobald) - Thi s was a conmon wood l and species

in the study area being most abundant near the northern edge of the

aspen grove region. Happold (1965a) recorded similar results from the

aspen grove region of northern Alberta. On a North American scale,

this is one of the most widespread mosquitoes, its distribution

blanketting the larger part of the United States and southern Canada

(Carpenter and LaCasse, 1955).

The larvae It-/ere found in permanent and semi-permanent pools

us ua lly protected by trees or shrubbery. The adults a ttacked readily
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and were most annoying in dense oonlar bluffs. There was only one

generation a year with the larvae aopearing in late May
- early June.

Ae_de_f:, c.a;tapflUu.a. Oyar - In the study area this species was

found commonly in the asnen parklands of central Saskatchewan

extending north into the coniferous forest zone. Its range extended

as far north as Ennadai Lake, rl. ��. T., wherever rel i ct patches of forest

occurred.

La rvae were found in grassy habitat, sheltered by trees; the

larvae appeared in late May and adults emerged by early June.

A. c.o.XaphyUa appears to be a short-1 i ved species with few adul ts ever

caught in July. There was only one generation a year.

Ae_de_f:, c1neJte_M Meigen - This vias a oredominately woodland species

and was one of the last Aede_e:, species to emerge. The larvae seemed to

prefer a va ri ety of habitats, havinc be; ng taken from permanent, semi

permanent and temporary locations. Other authors have found them in

open and wooded pools (Haufe, 1952), in pools under alder, willow and

dogwood (Jenkins and Knight, 1952), in ditches at the borders of lakes

in Scandinavia (Natvig, 1948) and in open, grassy habitats (Hapoold,

1965a). Although Ae_de_f:, c.ine_Jte_M adults generally remained in the

forests or in shaded valleys, they were commonly found in the

transition area between forest and tundra. There was only one

generation a year.

Ae_de_f:, c.ommu� (de Geer) - This species has an exceptionally wide

geographic distribution throughout North America, Eurooe and Asia. In
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the study area it was not encountered on the prairie, it was rare in

the aspen parklands, but extremely abundant in forested reoions. In

the study area, larvae were found abundantly in clear, mossy pools

shaded by spruce trees, and occasionally in grass or sedge habitats

overhung by willows. The immature forms tolerated a wide range of

ph (4.3 to 7.5) of water in the breeding oools. This was an early

species with only one generation a year. Larvae appeared soon after

the snow began to melt and adults ernerqed before the end of May. In

Prince Albert National Park it formed over 30% of the mosquito

population in 1974 and 1975.

Ae.de.� dianraeus Howard, Dyar and Knab - This was an extremely

rare spec ies in the study a rea. A few 1 a rvae were found in a forest

pool at MacDowall, Saskatchewan in 1975. Happo l d (1965a) recorded

this species from northeastern Alberta in 1962 in sedge and semi

permanent habitats. According to Rempel (1953), only one other adult

has been collected in Saskatchewan, at I�askesiu, May 18, 1929. This

appears to be an early species with only one generation a year.

Ae.de..6 dotU.>� �1eigen - In the study area, this was a common

grassland mosquito. The larvae were found in a variety of temporary

pools where the water was quite alkaline (pH 7.3 to 8.4). Adults

were taken from early summer till the end of August. Generation

followed generation all summer, sometimes as close as two weeks apart,

depending on weather conditions. This species was not recorded in the

study area north of MacDowall, Saskatchewan.
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Aede6 �lde6 Howard, Dyar and Knab - As a member of the Aede6

hUmu..f.[{H6 group of mosquitoes (Table 4.4), this soecies exhibited the

same habitat preference and seasonal history as A. fJ;tc.fu)_ and

A. e.x.c.flliUavt6. It had a wi de snreu d distribution in the southern

boreal forest but its range did not extend as far north as

A. e.XcJW..cA.aM.

The larvae seemed to prefer the relatively open, semi

permanent pools at the edges of asoen groves, but it was also found in

spruce pools, in association with A. c.ommu.vU-6. There was only one

generation.

Ae.de.6 e.XC.flliC.iaM O�alker) - This species has an extremely wide

distribution. In North America it is found in the northern States

and generally throuphout most of Canada (Carnenter and LaCasse, 1955).

In the study area its distribution extended from the grasslands

through the aspen grove and forested reqion into the tundra.

The larvae were frequently collected in small woodland pools

in late May. Happold (1965a) recorded this species from shaded regions

of sedge, grass, and forest pools. Rempel (1953) also recorded this

species in shaded areas. In 1975, howeve r
, this species was observed

breeding in extremely exposed tundra pools at Ennadai Lake, N.H.T..

These pools were invariably on the southern slopes of eskers, with

sandy "or gravelled bottoms. Temperatures in these pools often exceeded

25°C in the daytime. Natvig (1948) has also found this species in open

habitats in Scandinavia. There It/as only one generation. In early
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summer this species, together with A. e.u.de.,s and A. ().LtcJU_.i, ItJere often

the main species encountered in aspen-orove or mixed-wood forest

situations. In June and July, these soecies formed 45-50% of the

mosquitoes in the aspen forest.

Ae.de.,s 6ddUJ.. (Felt and Young) - Like Ae.de..6 e.xc.Jr.u.c..{.an.o, this

species was found in the more open areas of the aspen forest early in

the summer, where it was one of the most abundant soecies. It was also

fairly common in the coniferous forested areas, but was not found as

far north as Ae.de..6 e.xc.Jr.u.c..{.aI1-6.

Ae.de..o 6dc.h.{.i preferred woodland pools for breeding although

they have been reported developing in a wide variety of habitats,

including temporary pools in railway ditches or in the open surrounded

by shrubbery (�lcL intock, 1944). In the study area, larvae were found

mainly in wooded swamps and in open sphagnum bogs. There was only one

generation.

Ae.de..6 6.fuve.,sc.e.n-6 r�Uller - This was an abundant species on the

open prairie but has also been recorded from northerly locations, such

as Churchill, Manitoba and Wollaston Lake, Saskatchewan. Its

distribution on the prairies is not consistent, being closely

associated with level and poorly drained land covered by extensive

areas of sedge and slough grass. McLintock (1944) for example, found

this species to be of little importance in the Winnipeg area, and

Shemanchuk (1959) recorded similar results from southern Alberta.

Larvae were found in early June in semi-permanent water.
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Like Rempel (1953), the wr i ter collected the larvae consistently in

small sloughs overgrown with sedge (Ccut(:.x. spp.), rushes (SUftPM spp ,')

and slough grass (Be_c.lw1culll.{_a spp.) in water which was stagnant,

organically rich and alkaline (nH 6.7-8.0). At Wollaston Lake,

Saskatchewan, the larvae were found in a semi-permanent marshy area,

overgrown with sedge. There was only one generation � year; the

females survived until late in the season.

Ae.de_.6 hexo donru» Oyar - This was primarily a species of the arctic

tundra, but its range apparently may extend southward in the high

mountains where its immature stages are found in alpine meadows

(Vockeroth, 1954a). The extent of the range of this species is not

known at this time, since it has been confused vri tb Ae.de_.o PUI1C..tOft.

The two species are distinquishab1e only in the larval form.

The larvae of Ae_de..o hexodontu» were found in various types

of small pools on the tundra, usually the temporary type caused by

melting snow. At Rankin Inlet, it was also found in rock pools lined

with lichens and mosses. This species appeared to be very abundant

at the treeline, and was less abundant in the rest of the tundra

locations.

Ae.de..6 .{_mp.{_geJt (vIal ker) - This was chiefly an Arctic species,

although it occurred locally far south of the treeline. Rempel (1953)

recorded it from Waskesiu, Saskatchewan, and its range is known to

extend southward to Utah and Colorado where it is found in alpine

meadows of mountains (Carpenter and LaCasse, 1955). Farther north,
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Aede/5, hnpigeJt was almost reolaced by Aede.6 nigfL-lpe6, although Aede..6

hnpigeJL apparently occurs throughout the arctic. In 1951 adult

females were collected at Alert, Ellesmere Island (820 30IN); this

is the most northerly record for any sry�cies of mosquito (Vockeroth,

1954a).

The larvae of Aede.6 hnpigeJL were found in clear oools of

water formed by melting snow and bog-type pools but \<Jere found on a

few occasions in rock oools containing vegetation. Like all arctic

mosquitoes, there was only one generation a year.

Ae.de.6 hnpUccdu..6 Vockeroth - This species has a boreal

di stri bution; it occurs in the forested regions of Canada and the

northern United States. It does not extend north to the treeline,

and it is seldom abundant. In the study area, a I arqe series of

larval specimens \'Jere reared at MacDowall, Saskatchewan, and larvae

were also collected at Saskatoon, Saskatchewan. This was an early

spec i es but was a 1 so short-l i ved. La rvae were found in semi -permanent

grass habitats at the edge of mixed-wood tree stands.

Ae.de.6 �hip� (Zetterstedt) - This species was restricted to the

arctic region, where it was the most abundant mosquito. The northern

limit of its distribution is not known, although it probably occurs

farther north than present distribution records indicate, (Oliver et. al.,

1964). The southern limit of its range in the mountainous areas of

western North America is unknown.

In the study area, the larvae of Ae.de..6 nigJUpe.6 developed in
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early' spring pools formed from melting snow and ice. The larvae were

found primarily in shallow, exposed snow water pools. Occasionally,

larvae were taken from more permanent marshy areas dominated by

sedges or grasses. As with most arctic mosquito species, adult

emergence occurred with a heavy burst around the middle to the end of

June and was largely completed during the first week of July. There

was then a marked decline in abundance of adults after mid-July,

usually initiated by extremes in temperature or a heavy rainfall.

Ae..de..-6 MgJtomac.uw (Ludlow) - Thi s soecies was found in the

grassland areas. No larvae were found and only a few adults were

collected at Weyburn, Saskatchewan in 1974 and 1975. According to

Rempel (1953) and McLintock (1969) this soecies is common in southern

Saskatchewan. The reason for the 10\1/ incidence in this area since 1969

is not known.

McLintock (1944) states that this species breeds in shallow

pasture depressions and 'Needy ditches. There may be a second

generation in a summer.

Ae..d� p�OMp-6 Dyar
- In the study area this species was rare in

the aspen parkland, but common in the coniferous forest region from

�1acDowa ll-Prince Albert north. It di d not occur at the tree 1 ine.

This was one of the later developing soecies and was more

restricted in its breeding places. The larvae were only found in cold,

clear pools in small deoressions at the bases of spruce trees. The

emergent vegetation, if any, was usually mosses. /\ loose, mucky
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bottom of black humus and wood apneared to be characteristic. The

pools were always shallow, usually small, and of a semi-pernanent

nature. There was only one aeneration.

Ae.de..o plLHC.tOJt (Kirby) - Ae.de..o punc.toJt occurred throuqhout most

of tha forested regions of the study area. Its northward range

extended far into the tundra area, where it was one of the four most

abundant species.

It bred in a vii de variety of habitats; larvae were found

abundantly in semi-permanent, open grass and sedge marshes and also

in wooded pools. On the tundra it was also found in rock pools with

little or no accompanying veqetation. The soecies showed less

tolerance for a wide range of pH (4.5-5.9) than other c.ommuH� group

species. The adults emerged in late May and in 1974 formed

approximately 3% of the total population in the asoen-forest, 9% in the

mi xed-wood forest and 70% in the northern con i ferous -nor thwes te rn

transition forest. Toce the r wi tb Ae.de..6 hexodcruu»; it formed 35-60% of

the mosquito population in tundra areas.

Ae.d� Jte.mpe.li Vockeroth - Most authors consider this to be the

rarest of all the Canadian species of Ae.de..6. There are only five

known distribution records, Great t�hale River, Quebec; Padlei, N.t�.T.;

Ennadai Lake, N.W.T.; Baker Lake, N.W.T.; and Rankin Inlet, N.W.T ..

The larvae were almost exclusively found in small, unshaded rock-crevice

pools underlain with permafrost (average water temperature 4.3°C).

These rock pools were formed by frost-initiated, macro-riving of

exposed bedrock and appeared common near the treeline. Brust
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hypothesized that this species wou l d be more cormon in areas where

there are more extensive macro-riven formations. Studies at

Ennadai Lake, N.tLT. revealed this to be true. Ae.de..o fle.mpe.Ll larvae

were common in rock-crevice �ools �herever they occurred in the

Ennadai Lake area. They formed 9�/; of' the total larval nopulation.

Ae.de..o nipaJr.i� Dyar and Knab - This was another rare species in

the study area; one adul t was taken at �lacDowa 11 in 1974 and one

larvae was collected at Moose Mountain, in southern Saskatchewan in

1975. This species is primarily found in the southern part of the

boreal forest and in the aspen grove region. Rempel (1953) reported

it in abundance at Lac La Ronge and Happold (1965a) reported that it

formed 8-10% of the total �osauito population in the aspen forest of

northeastern Alberta. The larvae was found in a semi-permanent grass

habitat in the nei�hborhood of an asoen Doplar st�nd.

Ae.de..o .ope.VLc.e.JU.j_ (Theobald) - This \lias one of the early sprins

mosquitoes in the southern grassland area. It's range extends in

steadily decreasing numbers north through the aspen grove area and

into the boreal forest; it has been recorded as far north as Churchiil,

Manitoba. (Rempel (1953) considered this to be the earliest, most

widespread and most abundant species on the prairies. In 1974 and 1975

this species was common in the grassland areas but it was not as

abundant as A. ve.xaM, A. o.w.ve..oc.e.n.o, A. c.ampe..o.:t:JvL6, A. dOJUaw,

C. :tal!.4 aLL.6 are. inoJr..YlaXa.

The larvae were found in temporary exposed pools left by
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the melting snow, the water being as cold as 12°C. Larvae were common

during the latter part of April or May and by the middle and end of

May, adults were present in sufficient numbers to constitute a

problem. In the Weyburn area a second brood was observed in late

July 1974, due to heavy rainfall submerqing additionnl numhers of

eggs.

Ae.dcu f.:,;ti_c_tA_c_U!.:, (�1eigen) - Thi s was another rare species in the

study area, although it does apparently have a wide distribution in

the United States, southern Canada, Siberia and northern Europe

(Rempel, 1953). In 1974, adult females were caught in heavy spruce

stands at Prince Albert National Park and Wollaston Lake, Saskatchewan.

None were caught in 1975. Happold (1965a) recorded this snecies as

larvae from semi-permanent, se dqe and forest habitats.

Ae.de.f.:, f.:,Umu..taJ1f.J (VJalker) - This sce c ie s has a vri de distribution

in the northern United States and Canada. According to Matheson (1944)

it is the most abundant and annoying woodland species in the north

eastern States. In the study area it was rare and localized. Single

females were captured at t�eyburn, Saskatoon and MacDowall in 1974;

only one was caught ;n 1975, at Saskatoon. The bionomics of this

species closely resembles that of Ae.de.f.:, &dc_lUi.

Ae.de.f.:, ;tJrj_J.:,e;Ua:tuf.J (Say) - Only two females of this species were

caught in the study area, both at �']ollaston Lake in 1974. According

to Carpenter and LaCasse (1955) this soecies is the most abundant of

the tree-hole breeders in North America and is found throuqhout the
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deciduous forests and �cross the 0reat Dlains in the north. In 1943,

J.G. Rempel collected a fe�ale specimen in a wooded valley ei0ht miles

nor thwes t of Regina, Saskatchewan. The larvae are found in the water

of tree holes of a lonq series of deciduous trees. They have also

been found in the pitcher olant and artificial containers. It is not

known where the breeding habitat would be at Wollaston Lake, since

the area is largely covered by black spruce forest.

Ae.de.1.:J ve.XC{.n!.:J (Meigen) - This is usually one of the most abundant

and widespread species in the prairie area (Rempel, 1953; McLintock

et. al., 1966). In the study area, the species was found in three

main zones, the grassland, the aspen oarkland, and the mixed-wood

forest. Rempe l (1953) considered this species to have two forms in

this area; a small northern one found in the aspen grove and mixed-wood

forest regions which is on the winq from mid June to early July, and a

larger prairie form which is common during late July and Aunus t . The

latter may have a second generation in early Sentember.

The larvae were found in exposed, semi-permanent grass

habitats although more permanent marshy areas were also a favorite

habitat. They were one of the last Ae.de.1.:J species to emerge; adult

fema 1 es were not encountered until the end of June at MacDov'Ja 11, and

did not reach any significant level of abundance at Heyburn until

mid-July. In 1974 and 1975, cool temperatures throughout the study

area tended to retard the development of this species. It never

reached its usual abundance level in either year, nor were there more
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than two generations.

Avwphuc..f.J e_af1l_ei Vargas
- In the study a rea thi s spec i es was

encountered on the open prairie, in the aspen grove region and in the

northern wooded areas as far north as Prince Albert f4ational Park and

La Ronge.

This species overwinters as the adult female in sheltered

places like buildings or rodent burrows. Larvae were generally found

in more permanent habitats such as the ed0,es of lakes and slow-moving

streams or permanent marshy areas. There may be several generations

in a year, although 1974 and 1975 were generally too cold to permit

rapid development of larvae.

Culex tr.e.f.J-tu.aM Theobald - This species was extremely rare in the

study area with only one female caught at Weyburn, Saskatchewan in

1974. The larvae are said to prefer small dirty pools and artificial

containers. In r�anitoba, where this species is more common, rain

water barrels appear to be a favorite breeding Dlace (McLintock, 1944).

The adult hibernates; there may be more than one generation in a year.

Culex tatr.f.Ja� Coquillett - This species is very common on the

prairies of the western, central and southern United States. Its range

also extends south to Mexico (Carpenter and LaCasse, 1955). In the

study area, Cule.x tatr.f.Ja� reached significant levels of abundance only

in southern Saskatchewan, its northern limits located at Saskatoon.

The larvae were found in clear or foul water in a variety of

habitats including ditches, irrigation run-off systems, ground pools,
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marshes, pools in slow-movinq streams, rain-water barrels. and hoof

prints. Foul water in cattle hoof-prints were a favorite habitat.

Larval production commenced in early summer and continued until fall,

with several generations bein� produced, although few in comoarison to

other years. The maximum adult population in the study area was

reached in mid-August.

CuWUa. cUa.-6b.aeM-U Ludlow - Rare in the study area, this larqe

species of mosquito has a wide distribution throuqhout the boreal

forest or taiga region of Eurooe and Asia. It is common in Alaska

(Frohne, 1954). Adult females were collected from Prince Albert

National Park, Wollaston Lake and Stony Rapids, Saskatchewan.

Females overwinter (Frohne, 1954) and are flyin� by mid-Hay. No

larvae were found in the course of this investigation, although they

have been found in open, semi-permanent or permanent sedqe marshes

(Rempel, 1953; Carpenter and LaCasse, 1955).

C�Ua. hnpcdJ_eVl..6 (Hal ker) - This species does not seem to have

a very wide distribution tn the study area, although it is supposedly

wi despread in the con i ferous forest areas of northe rn North Ameri ca

(Ma theson, 1944). Rempe 1 recorded the species from Haskesi u in 1 ate

r�ay, but di d not find 1 arvae. In 1974, 88 adul t females were

collected at t'Jollaston Lake. The larvae are said to prefer shaded,

permanent forest pools but Happold (1965a) found twe l ve larvae in open

grass marsh.

Cu.li.6e.ta --tvtc.--tdeVl.6 (Thomson) - This It/as another rare spec ie s in the
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study area. In 1974, 14 adult females were collected early in the

season at Wollaston Lake, Saskatchewan. The larvae breed in sedge and

grass marshes and there may be several qenerations (HaPDold, 1965a).

The adult female hibernates (Frohne, 1954).

Cullie:ta '{J1.o/tl1ata (�\li 11 i ston) - In 1974 and 1975 CuLU,e_;ta _{_Vl.oJu1.a.;ta

was the most abundant species in the grassland region and was the

fourth most abundant species in the entire study area. This snecies is

found throughout the United States and is common on the prairies of

Han i toba, Saskatchewan and Alberta (Shemanchuk , 1959). Its most

northerly distribution in the study area was Prince Albert National

Park.

The species overwintered as females, usually in the basements

of abandoned buildings and rodent burrows. The larvae of the first

generation appeared early in the season and were found in ground pools,

ditches, culverts and marshy areas, often overgrown with bullrush,

slough grass, sedge or wild barley. Polluted or brackish water (pH

6.0-8.3) was preferred. There may be several generations in a year,

as was the case in the study area in 1974 and 1975. Both larvae and

adults developed quickly and were more active during cooler weather.

Often, adults of CuLi.J.Je_;ta _{_YloftVl.ata were the only insects flying on cold

nights.

c.u..U...6w }.,tjtve/.JVr.M m_{_nYle/.Jotae_ Barr - Only one female specimen of

this species was obtained in 1974 or 1975, at Saskatoon, Saskatchewan.

C. m_{_IlVl.e_.60ta.e. was reported by tkL intock and Rempel (1963) as one of
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19 species of mosquitoes taken in Saskatchewan in the summer of 1962.

t<la 1 e s 0 r fema 1 e s 0 f C. .0 fj£ve.fdJU__/'J m,{nHe.M;(:Cte. have been ta ken in 1 i ght

traps in Saskatchewan each year since 1962 and an occasional female

has been taken in a ramp trap (Gilles, 1969) at Saskatoon and by

aspirator from resting sites, in several other localities. Although

not numerous, this species appears to be widely distributed in

southern Saskatchewan having been taken in 13 localities from Estevan

(Lat. 49°04'N) in southeastern Saskatchewan, northwest to Paynton

(Lat. 53°01'N). According to McLintock (1976), the earliest females

were taken on t�ay 26 (Saskatoon,1966) and the latest females on

September 27 (Melfort, 1963: Saskatoon, 1970; Outlook, 1971).

According to McLintock (1976) C. �. mlnHe.�otae. reach�s its greatest

abundance in Saskatchewan late in the season. These collection

dates are consistent with the occurence of a species that overwinters

as adult females and emerges in 1 ate t�ay or earl y June to produce the

first generation of the current season early in Jul�. The species was

unknown when Rempel (1953) made his study of Saskatchewan mosquitoes

so it is unlikely that some of the CuLU,e.;ta mOMdan.o seen by him were

actually C. s, mlrlne.�otae.. The larvae of this species have not yet

been found in Saskatchewan.

CuWe..ta mOM..i-taM (Theoba 1 d) - Four adul t females were caught

at Saskatoon, Saskatchewan in 1974, and distribution of this soecies is

largely restricted to the grassland areas. Occasional specimens have

been recorded in aspen grove or mixed-wood forest areas (McLintock,
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unpubl.). The larvae breed predominantly in habitats containing sedges

(Rernpe l
, 1953; Happold, 1965). In Europe, C. mOfL-6�t(mJs oven-linters as

a full-grown larva under ice.

Mal1-6ovua pe.tUufLbaM (\�a 1 ker) - Thi s species was not common in the

study area, although it consistently showed up in many localities. In

1974- and 1975, females of this species were caught in four localities,

from Weyburn through to Prince Albert National Park.

The larvae of this species were difficult to collect as

they quickly dropped to the bottom of a pool whenever they were

disturbed. The larvae and pupae are known to attach themselves to the

submerged stems of plants wher2 they remain throughout development

(Rempel, 1953). The winter is passed as imrlature or mature larvae.

The adults emerged in late spring or summer, with only one generation

a year.
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APPEflDIX B

Description of larval habitats encountered in the study area.

(1) Se.nH�.-pCJvnall(.:.H;t -6HOlune1;t poo-v>

(a) Open gJu1M OIL -6edge. poou. These were usually medium-

sized pools about 20-40 cm deep with a bottom of muck, grasses, and

sedges, and long grass, sedges or wi l l ow around the margins. Corrmon

grass species included mar-sh reed grass, CawmagIL0-6w c.avtaden6-u'

(Mi chx.) Beauv.; fowl manna grass, GtCjc.eJUa -6tJU.am (Lam.) Hi tchc.;

or slough grass, Be.c.Rmannia -6Cjz-tgac.tme. (Steud.) Fern.. Sedge speci es

included CafLe.x. tr..0-6br..a.ta Stokes in southern areas and Catr..ex. -6u.rlvta

(l�il1d.) Hahl. var. -6panioc.afLpa (Steud.) Baivin in northern areas.

In more northerly tundra areas, substrate vegetation included various

mosses, usua lly Vtr..epwlOc.£adu.-6 spp.

In early spring there Has usually no emergent vegetation in

these pools except for clumps of dead vegetation but, by late Mayor

early June the grass or sedges were over 1 m tall and little of the

water surface was visible. This rendered the habitat unsuitable for

many mosquito species.

(b) Wooded poou. The wooded habitats varied from the type

partially shaded by willows or aspen trees to the type found in the

totally shaded spruce forest. Most forest habitats had practically no

vegetation growing in the water. The water was clear, but leaves in

all stages of decay covered the surface. In the mixed-wood or aspen
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forest, willow) birch or aspen trees formed a canopy over the water

although diffused sunlight filtered through. Surrounding vegetation

was extremely abundant including prickly rose, RO.6a ac.ic.u._f'_cut,{.,6 Lindl.;

Iow-bush cranberry, VibuJtnwn e_duie. U1i chx.) Raf.; red os i er doqwood ,

COlLVlU.6 .6;totoM6vLa Michx.; bunchberry, COlLnu..6 c.alude.H.6i.6 L.; wild

strawberry, FlLagMia gta.u.c.a (S. \'iats.) Rydb.; horsetails, Equ.,{.,6e.,tum

spp.; twi nf l ower , Unnae.a bOlLe_� L. var. ameJt.�c.ctlu (Forbes) Rehder;

wil d sarsapari 11 a, AlLW....a nu.dic.au.U� L.; gal denrod, Solidago c.anade.H.6,{.,6

L. var . .6ate.blLO.6a (Piper); and fireweed, Epitob� angu..6ti6otiwn L.

The vegetation accompanying pools in the spruce forest was less

diverse than in the southern forests. f.1osses, VlLe.pal1oc.taciu.6 and

sptugnwn spp. predominated but sedges, CaJLex spp., horsetails,

Equ.i.6e..twn spp,.; 1 abrador tea, Le.dum de.c.u.mbe.H.6 (Ait.) lodd. and Le.dwn

glLoe.1l1.andic.u..m Oeder, cottongrass, ElLiopho!LWn angu..6.:U6otiwn Honck, and

lichens, CtadoMa and Se,tJtMia spp., wer e also present along pool

margins.

( 2) Tempo lLCUL Y 6 to 0 dLvettell. po o.f..6

These were found mainly in the prairie portion of the study

area and included roadside ditches, hoof prints, or vehicle tracks

that were temporarily filled with water after a rainstorm, or by runoff

from rivers and creeks that had temporarily flooded their banks. These

extremely shallow and very temporary pools often dried up before

mosquito larvae could complete their development and emerge as adults.
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The vegetation varied with the type of habitat but grasses such as

smooth bromeg ra ss, Bnomu.-6 ,{JleJUn..G!:J Leys s
,

red f es cu e, F es tuca Jtu.bJta L.,

wild barley, HoJtdwn ju..ba.:twn L., and crested wheatgrass, AgJtopYJton

C/l..L6;ta.tum (L.) Gaertn., wer-e quite common. The roadside habitats

contained many weedy species as well, including dandelion, TaJtaxaQUJn

o66_{_unaie. Heber, sow thi stl e, SOl1cJw.-6 oie.Jtac.w.-6 L., hawksbear d,

CJte.pL6 .te.doJtUJn L., lady's-thumb, PoiygonUJn pe.Jt-6;_C.M� L., and curled

do c k , Rwn ex C/l..L6 pu.-6 L ..

( 3 ) Pe.tunal1e.n:t maM hy po 0a

The emergent vegetation was varied but scanty and included:

beaked sedge, CaJte.x JtO-6tna;ta Stokes, rush, JUI1C.u.-6 spp., buckbean,

Me.nyan:the.-6 ru6oUA..te. L., tall cottongrass, EJt_{_optWItum angu-6u6oimm

Honch., two species of horsetails, EquMe.;tum spp., and sometimes a moss

species. Also included in this habitat group were the larger roadside

sloughs fringed with hairy wild rye, Eiymu.-6 il1novatu.-6 Seal, northern

reed grass, CaJWnagJtO-6W ine.xpaYl-6a A. Gray, timothy grass, Phie.um

plLa.te.IUe. L., and bromegrass, Bnomu» il1e.JtmL6 Leyss . . Sedges also grew

in the shallower water but the deeper water remained open with

patches of duckweed, Le.ml1a minor: L., floating on the surface.

( 4 ) MUo ic.iai po oU

Included in this group were all pools found in artificial

containers (rain-barrels, culverts, bridges and old tires) and

extremely specialized larval habitats such as the cavities in tree
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trunks or the pi tehers of the pi teher plant, SCUUlac.e.YL,i.a. pullpuJte.£t L ..

One habitat type, the roadside culvert, was encountered quite

frequently in the southern part of the study area and figured

significantly in the life cycle of one mosquito species, Cu��

moltnaXa.

The preferred culverts or bridges were large in size (2 m

diameter) wi th about 20 cm of standi ng "later at the bottom. Larvae of

C. Lnosra.:« were in the pool s and the adul t fema le mosquitoes were

resting in the cool interiors of the culverts or bridges, near the top.

Vegetation in the pools was scanty but near the mouth of the culverts

or bridges were sedges, Caltex spp., cattails, Typtu{ tati60Lia L., and

rushes, Sc.iJtpu.6 spp., were found. Adjacent to the pools were

representatives of bromegrass, B!tomu� in�m� Leyss., Canada thistle,

CiMium altVe.Me. (LJ Scop., Russian thistle, Saaota p�tifie.!t A. Nels.,

dandelion, TaJW.X.ac.um ofinic.inale. Heber, and sweetclover, M�o�

oHiuvta.w (L.) Lam ..

In more northerly subarctic and arctic areas, rock pools

must be considered. Rock pools have been described in detail by Smith

and Brust (1970).

(5) Roc.l<_ poou

Located in tundra areas, these were of two types. The first

were "rock crevice pools located in a boulder terrain several hundred

m2 ln size. Extensive, deep, macro-riving of the exposed bedrock by
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frost action has produced a series of large rock pools which interrupt

the vegetation cover at irregular intervals. Crevices be tvreen the

heaved bedrock reached depths of 1 m or more and much of the frost

heaved zone lay below the surface level of the surrounding terrain.

During winter, these crevice pools become completely filled with snow

which melts to produce semi-permanent pools of wa ter- of varying sizes,

shapes, depths and exposures. The second type of rock pool is formed

when melting snow collects in the depressions of high-lying bedrock

outcrops.

Some pools had marginal vegetation consisting of Satix spp.,

Be;tuia g-C.andui0.6a �1ichx., Le_du.m de_cumbe_n,6 (Ait.) Lodd., and EmpuJwm

�ug!tWn L.. t�uch of this vegetation is submersed in June imnediately

after snowne It. An alga encrusts rock surfaces in many pool s.
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